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An Olympic tale of honor,
unless it’s a lie
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Sally Du Bose Real Estate

THROWBACKS AREN’T
JUST FOR THURSDAYS.
-

Announcing a new collection
of vintage-inspired apparel
commemorating decades of
UVA athletic success.
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Coming this October to THE UVA BOOKSTORE.
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A VIEW FROM THE TOP
Your summer goals are within reach on our rooftop. Offering a
playful cocktail program, locally sourced craft beer and a wine
list dotted with bubbles highlighting Charlottesville wineries,
it’s the perfect spot to take in those Ridge Mountain Views.

499 WEST MAIN STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, 22903
434-729-1234 | DESTINATIONHOTELS.COM/QUIRK-CHARLOTTESVILLE | QUIRKHOTELCVA
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21 WITH
ACRES
WITHJUST
POOL
JUST 7WEST
MILES
21 ACRES
POOL
7 MILES
OFWEST
UVA OF UVA

245 SPRINGS
BLUE SPRINGS
• $2,675,000
245 BLUE
LANE LANE
• $2,675,000
Hickory
Hill offers convenience
& year-round
privacy w/ year-round
mountain
views.has
Thea home
has a traditional
Hickory Hill
offers convenience
& privacy w/
mountain views.
The home
traditional
planforw/entertaining
rooms for entertaining
& comfortable
spaces
to relax&w/
familyThis
& friends.
This immaculate
floor plan w/floor
rooms
& comfortable
spaces to relax
w/ family
friends.
immaculate
home
filled
light &
features 3&fireplaces
antique
heart pine
floors throughout.
home is filled
w/ islight
& w/
features
3 fireplaces
antique &
heart
pine floors
throughout.
Partially fin.Partially fin.
basement
has
room &
laundry.
Above
garage
bath & kitchenette.
Property incl’
basement has
rec room
&rec
laundry.
Above
garage
bonus
roombonus
w/ fullroom
bathw/
& full
kitchenette.
Property incl’
a pool w/
pavilion
featuresfull
fireplace,
full bath,
laundry, dishwasher,
maker
& TV. Picnic/Sports
a pool w/ pavilion
that
featuresthat
fireplace,
bath, laundry,
dishwasher,
ice maker &ice
TV.
Picnic/Sports
area
w/ stone
&sunset
incredible
view! Blue
a 16 home neighborhood
area w/ stone
fireplace
& fireplace
incredible
view!sunset
Blue Springs
is a Springs
16 homeis neighborhood
on 225 acreson 225 acres
offerstrail,
a 1.5tennis
mile trail,
courtpond.
& stocked
pond.
Bunny
Gibbons
(434)MLS#
466-9940.
MLS# 619395
that offers athat
1.5 mile
courttennis
& stocked
Bunny
Gibbons
(434)
466-9940.
619395

NEW PREMIUM
RESIDENCES
MOMENTS
NEW PREMIUM
RESIDENCES
MOMENTS
WEST OFWEST
UVA OF UVA

GABLES
II • FROM
$960,000
WHITEWHITE
GABLES
II • FROM
$960,000
a short
from the Birdwood
GolfBoars
Course,
Head
Sports Club
Located a Located
short stroll
fromstroll
the Birdwood
Golf Course,
HeadBoars
Resort
andResort
Sportsand
Club
and
just
minutes
away
from
a
private
country
club,
the
University
Campus
and
and just minutes away from a private country club, the University Campus and the city’s the city’s
vibrant Downtown,
White
Gablesa IIunique
offers opportunity
a unique opportunity
to own
a new in
residence in
vibrant Downtown,
White Gables
II offers
to own a new
residence
what
will
likely
be
the
last
location
with
maintenance
free
living
west
of
town.
Architecturally
what will likely be the last location with maintenance free living west of town. Architecturally
designs
offer 10’extensive
ceilings,trim
extensive
detail, professionally
designedand
kitchens and
thoughtful thoughtful
designs offer
10’ ceilings,
detail,trim
professionally
designed kitchens
bathrooms
and
large
porches
for
outdoor
entertaining.
Garage
parking
for
two
vehicles,
private
bathrooms and large porches for outdoor entertaining. Garage parking for two vehicles, private
storage
and
elevator
access.
Visit
WhiteGables2.com
or
contact
Lindsay
Milby
(434)
962-9148
storage and elevator access. Visit WhiteGables2.com or contact Lindsay Milby (434) 962-9148
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IMMACULATE
PENTHOUSE
ON THE DOWNTOWN
MALL
IMMACULATE
PENTHOUSE
ON THE DOWNTOWN
MALL

STUNNING
ON 10-ACRE
LAKE
STUNNING
HOME ONHOME
10-ACRE
LAKE

112STREET
SE 5TH #5A
STREET #5A
112 SE 5TH
$1,489,000
$1,489,000
The thoughtful
The thoughtful
design of design
this of this
floor Holsinger
5th floor 5th
Holsinger
penthouse penthouse
condominium
condominium
includes a includes
private a private
large den,
kitchen with
entry foyer,entry
large foyer,
den, kitchen
with
abundant and
cabinetry
and counter
abundant cabinetry
counter
tops,
area room
and great room
tops, dining
areadining
and great
with floor-to-ceiling
windows and
with floor-to-ceiling
windows and
soaring
ceiling.
Private
suite
soaring ceiling.
Private
master
suitemaster
3201 BURNLEY
STATION
ROAD • $1,200,000
3201
BURNLEY
STATION ROAD
• $1,200,000
features
double
walk-in
with transformed
features double
walk-in
closet
with closet
Completelywithout
transformed
without
a traceorigin,
of its 1959 origin,
Completely
a trace
of its 1959
is gracious
1-level
w/interiors
open, sun-lit
interiors flowing
thisbath
is graciousthis
1-level
living w/
open,living
sun-lit
flowing
customand
shelving
ensuite
custom shelving
ensuiteand
bath
to outdoor
livingoverlook
spaces that
the private 10-acre
to outdoor
spaces that
the overlook
private 10-acre
tiled2nd
shower.
2nd bed
with living
with tiled with
shower.
bed with
lakedock.
& personal
dock. Each
bedroom
hasbath.
its own full bath.
lake & personal
Each bedroom
has its
own full
full bath,
laundry
room and
storage
room.terrace
A private
terrace
allows for
outdoor entertaining
with
full bath, laundry
room
and storage
room.
A private
allows
for outdoor
entertaining
with
Thoughtfully
designed
kitchen Blue
w/ 6-burner
Thoughtfully
designed kitchen
w/ 6-burner
Star gasBlue Star gas
city and views.
mountain
garage
parking
elevator
access.
Enjoy maintenance
city and mountain
Twoviews.
garageTwo
parking
spaces
and spaces
elevatorand
access.
Enjoy
maintenance
Second prep
kitchen.
Oversized
garage w/ workshop
range. Secondrange.
prep kitchen.
Oversized
garage
w/ workshop
& storage.
Beautiful&landscaping
& fenced
garden w/
& storage. Beautiful
landscaping
fenced kitchen
gardenkitchen
w/
livingcompromising
without compromising
space!Milby
Lindsay
Milby
(434) 962-9148.
MLS# 617630
free living free
without
space! Lindsay
(434)
962-9148.
MLS# 617630
raised
beds.
Julia(540)
Parker748-1497.
Lyman (540)
748-1497.
raised beds. Julia
Parker
Lyman
MLS#
618453MLS# 618453

MODERN
FARM
ON IN
5+FREE
ACRES
IN FREE HISTORIC
UNION
HISTORIC
20 TOWN
MINS TO BRICK
TOWNCUSTOM
BRICKON
CUSTOM
ONIN5FARMINGTON
ACRES IN FARMINGTON
MODERN FARM
ON 5+
ACRES
UNION
PROPERTYPROPERTY
20 MINS TO
5 ACRES

FREE
UNION
ROAD • $1,245,000
5401 CISMONT
LANE • $1,120,000
6540 FREE6540
UNION
ROAD
• $1,245,000
5401 CISMONT
LANE • $1,120,000

690 IVY
LANE • $2,600,000
690 IVY LANE
• $2,600,000

Brilliantly
Cape
Codliving,
offers wood
1-levelfloors
living, wood
floors
A storied
property
in Cismont
& 1st
timein
onnearly
the market
nearly stately
This classic,
stately brick
custom,
built
in 2001 on 5 park-like
Brilliantly updated
Capeupdated
Cod offers
1-level
A storied
property
in Cismont
& 1st
time on the
market
Thisinclassic,
brick custom,
built in
2001 on
5 park-like
& oversized
garage w/ 100
apartment.
100 years.
Included
are the
main house
at Twenty
on a quiet
cul-de-sac inoffers
Farmington,
throughout, &throughout,
oversized detached
2-cardetached
garage w/2-car
apartment.
years. Included
are the
main house
at Twenty
Gates-a
well Gates-a
acres onwell
a quietacres
cul-de-sac
in Farmington,
a modernoffers
floora modern floor
Add’l improvements
3 stall barn constructed
maintained
stucco
framethe
1930
home; the
whimsical
stone
planmaster,
incl’ 1stgreat
floorflow
master,
great flow for&entertaining,
& plenty
Add’l improvements
incl’ custom 3incl’
stallcustom
barn constructed
maintained stucco
& frame
1930&home;
whimsical
stone
plan incl’
1st floor
for entertaining,
plenty
w/ materials
milled from
property,
cedarcottage
tack room
as “The
Playhouse” by
generations
of room.
5 spacious
5.5 baths,
gourmet kitchen,
w/ materials milled
from property,
pristine
cedar pristine
tack room
known cottage
as “The known
Playhouse”
by generations
of children;
theof children;
of room.the
5 spacious
bedrooms,
5.5bedrooms,
baths, gourmet
kitchen,
& Enjoy
2 paddocks.
Enjoyviews
Blue from
Ridgethe
views
from the
covered
Pettus
aka “The Snuggery”-an
18th
century log
dwelling
ceilings, floor-to-ceiling
windows,
fin. walk-out lower
& 2 paddocks.
Blue Ridge
covered
Pettus
house, aka
“Thehouse,
Snuggery”-an
18th century log
dwelling
soaring
ceilings,soaring
floor-to-ceiling
windows, & fin.
walk-out&lower
ordeck.
wrap Raised
aroundbed
deck.
Raised bed
vegetable
gardensofw/restoration;
worthy ofa restoration;
a pony
barn &
w/ electric;
plumbing level.
& electric;
setting
w/ garden
porch or wrapporch
around
vegetable
gardens
w/ worthy
pony barn w/
plumbing
Serene, level.
privateSerene,
settingprivate
w/ garden
spaces,
rollingspaces,
lawn, rolling lawn,
apple,
trees. In the Meriwether-Lewis
and a large
9+ acresrights
w/ division
rights quaint
& excellent
quaint
& level yard.offering
Exceptional
offering
apple, peach &
pearpeach
trees. &
In pear
the Meriwether-Lewis
school and aschool
large workshop.
9+ workshop.
acres w/ division
& excellent
pond, &
levelpond,
yard. Exceptional
just mins
to just mins to
Reidar(434)
Stiernstrand
(434)
284-3005.
614724
sites.
Julia Parker
Lyman (540)
748-1497.
UVA &
Downtown.
Sally
Neill (434)
531-9941.
district. Reidardistrict.
Stiernstrand
284-3005.
MLS#
614724MLS#
build
sites. Juliabuild
Parker
Lyman
(540) 748-1497.
MLS#
619805MLS#
UVA619805
& Downtown.
Sally
Neill (434)
531-9941.
MLS#
614013MLS# 614013

BUNDORAN
SECLUDEDSECLUDED
BUNDORAN
PARCEL w/PARCEL
VIEWS w/ VIEWS

QUINTESSENTIAL
FARMON
LIVING
ON THE
JAMES RIVER
QUINTESSENTIAL
VIRGINIAVIRGINIA
FARM LIVING
THE JAMES
RIVER

258
RIVER ROAD
258 RIVER
ROAD
$1,950,000
$1,950,000
Bent Creek
Farm
offers jaw dropping
Bent Creek Farm
offers jaw
dropping
views
250over
acres1 with
views on 250
acresonwith
mile over 1 mile
James
River Enjoy
frontage. Enjoy
of James of
River
frontage.
degree and
mountain
360 degree 360
mountain
pastoraland pastoral
for everyone
views withviews
roomwith
for room
everyone
to live,
and play. Property
to live, work,
and work,
play. Property
includes a includes
spacious a 3spacious
bedroom3 bedroom
house, 2farm
bedroom
main house,main
2 bedroom
house,farm house,
H12 HIGHTOP
H12 HIGHTOP
DRIVE • DRIVE
$775,000• $775,000
cottage,
plus multiple
caretaker’s caretaker’s
cottage, plus
multiple
Theofhome
site of isthis
parcel yet
is secluded
The home site
this parcel
secluded
provides yet provides
sweeping,views
panoramic
views
of nearby
hillsides & distant
sweeping, panoramic
of nearby
hillsides
& distant
outbuildings,
an equipment
barn
outbuildings,
an equipment
barn
pastures
on to the
mountains
beyond. The wooded
pastures rolling
on to rolling
the mountains
beyond.
The wooded
with lift,
gym,
riding
arena and
with
lift,
gym,
riding
arena
and
portion
the acreage
incl’ many
massive&hardwoods &
portion of the
acreageofincl’
many massive
hardwoods
runBells
in sheds.
Bells and
all with
here: incredible
pool with views,
incredible
pulls, man-made
runviews.
in sheds.
and whistles
arewhistles
all here:are
pool
skeetviews,
pulls, skeet
man-made
provides a privacy-protecting
backdrop
take in the
provides a privacy-protecting
backdrop to take
in the to
views.
natural
pond,
spring and
fed more.
lakes, and
is anlover’s
outdoor
lover’s dream
lake, to
naturallake,
pond,
spring
fed lakes,
Bentmore.
CreekBent
FarmCreek
is an Farm
outdoor
dream
Electric
fiber optic
internet
to the
lot. Enjoy
access
Electric & fiber
optic&internet
to the
lot. Enjoy
access
to
14 miles
of across
hiking 2,300
trails across
acres of Bundoran
14 miles of hiking
trails
acres of2,300
Bundoran
residence.
by appointment
only.Brannock
Tommy (434)
Brannock
(434) 981-1486.
MLS# 619339
residence. Shown
by Shown
appointment
only. Tommy
981-1486.
MLS# 619339
mins from Charlottesville
& 610554
UVA. MLS# 610554
Farm. 15 minsFarm.
from 15
Charlottesville
& UVA. MLS#

401 Park Street
401 Park Street
Charlottesville,
Charlottesville,
VA 22902 VA 22902

(434) 977-4005
(434) 977-4005
info@loringwoodriff.com
info@loringwoodriff.com
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Recovering the Glory
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After a season shortened by, well, you
know, UVA sports came back to claim
multiple national championships and
extend the post-season to Tokyo.
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The Legend
of UVA’s First
Olympic Medal
A tale of performance-enhancing good
manners, how nice guy James Rector
had his 100 meters dashed.
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The Newest ’Hoos

How admissions officers built the Class
of 2025—by the numbers, by the
essays and by the seat of their pants.
BY SARAH LINDENFELD HALL

ON THE COVER

UVA’s men’s lacrosse team won its second
consecutive national title in May. Photo by Matt Riley
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In
This
Issue

Kate Douglass (Col ’23)
swims the 100-yard freestyle
during the NCAA finals. She
went on to win a bronze medal
at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games. (For more Olympics
results, see Page 49.)
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503 Faulconer
503 Faulconer
Drive
Drive
Charlottesville
Charlottesville
· VA · 22903
· VA · 22903
p: 434.295.1131
p: 434.295.1131
f: 434.293.7377
f: 434.293.7377
e: homes@mcleanfaulconer.com
e: homes@mcleanfaulconer.com

MCL
M
EAN
CLEAN
FandEstate
AULCONER
FandAULCONER
INC.INC.
Farm, Estate
Farm,
Residential
Residential
Brokers Brokers

NAME NAME

Lorem ipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit amet,
dolorhas
sit amet, has
an omnis interesset.
an omnis interesset.
Vide clita Vide clita
complectitur
complectitur
et ius, vim et
euripidis
ius, vim euripidis
adversarium
adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,
id,
te per harum
te per
placerat
harumvolutpat.
placerat volutpat.
Iriure facilis
Iriure
ne! complectitur
facilis ne! complectitur
et
et
EDGEMONT
EDGEMONT
LEWIS
MOUNTAIN
LEWIS MOUNTAIN
ius, vim euripidis
ius, vimadversarium
euripidis
adversarium
the foothills
in theoffoothills
the BlueofRidge
the Blue
Mountains,
Ridge Mountains,
15 miles south
15 miles south
Circa 1900vituperatoribus
Circa
National
1900
Historic
National
Historic
home
Register
is situated
home isonsituated
the most
on theNestled
most inNestled
vituperatoribus
id,
te per
harum
id, te Register
per
harum
NAME
Charlottesville,
of Charlottesville,
is this historic
is thisPalladian
historic NAME
inspired
Palladianmasterpiece
inspired masterpiece
called
called
visible and
visible
spectacular
and
spectacular
42-acre
42-acre
in Central
knoll inVirginia
Central and
Virginia
offersand of
offers
placerat
volutpat.
placerat
Iriure
volutpat.
facilis
Iriureknoll
facilis
Lorem
ipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sitis
dolor
has
sitonly
an
amet,
omnis
hasonly
interan omnis
interEdgemont—a
Edgemont
home —a
whose
home
design
whose
is reputed
design
toamet,
reputed
be the
to
be
remaining
the
remaining
a 360
degree
a 360
view
degree
overlooking
viewblah
overlooking
the
the University
of Virginia,
of City
Virginia,
of City
of
ne!
blah
blah
ne!
blah
blah
blah
blah
blah
blah
blahUniversity
esset.attributed
esset.
clitatoJefferson.
Vide
complectitur
clitaSited
complectitur
et on
ius,572
vimet
euripiius,572
vimrolling
euripiprivate
private attributed
residence
toVide
Thomas
Thomas
Jefferson.
Sited
rolling
on
Charlottesville,
Charlottesville,
and
and Ridge
the Blue
Mountains
Ridge Mountains
as far as the
as far
eye ascan
the eye
can residence
vblah
blahvblah
blah MLS#533291
blahthe
blahBlue
MLS#533291
dis court,
adversarium
dis adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,
tehouse.
per harum
id,
te per harum
acres with tennis
acres with
court,
tennis
pool,
pool house,
pool,
pool
and
house,
guest house.
and
guest
MLS#576150
MLS#576150
see. Stone$1,145,000
see.
manor
Stone
home
manor
withMcLean
home
pool, with
carriage
pool,
house,
carriage
andhouse,
guest cottage.
and guest cottage.
$1,145,000
Steve
McLean
Steve
placeratwww.HistoricEdgemont.com
volutpat.
placeratIriure
volutpat.
facilis
Iriure
ne! MLS#533291
facilis ne! MLS#533291
www.HistoricEdgemont.com
www.LewisMountainVa.com
www.LewisMountainVa.com
434.981.1863
434.981.1863
$1,145,000$1,145,000
Steve McLean
Steve434.981.1863
McLean 434.981.1863

FARMINGTON
FARMINGTON
NAME◆ $4,950,000
NAME◆ $4,950,000

WOODLANDS
WOODLANDS
HIGHLAND
COUNTY
◆ $1,395,000
◆ $1,395,000
NAME◆ $1,495,000
NAME◆ $1,495,000 HIGHLAND
NAME COUNTY
NAME

1954 Milton
1954
Grigg
Milton
Grigg
residence
residence
oninterover
Beautifully
oninteroveripsum
Beautifully
restored
1780s
restored
Colonial
1780s
on
Colonial
293
acres
on 293
Come
acres
see
the
Come
stars!
see
356-acre
theamet,
stars!
mountain
356-acre
farm
mountain
farm
and
Lorem
ipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit8-BR
amet,
dolor
has
sit8-BR
an
amet,
omnis
has
an
omnis
Lorem
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit
amet,
dolor
has
sit
an
amet,
omnis
hasinteran
omnis
Lorem
interipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit
dolorhas
sitan
amet,
omnis
has
interanand
omnis
inter2.5 manicured
2.5
manicured
acres.
Fronting
Fronting
fairway,
the
infairway,
Northampton
inclita
Northampton
County.
County.
BR,
3 full
4vim
BR,
&eteuripi2ius,
3half
full
retreat
2 half
located
retreat
located
topclita
of mountain
oncomplectitur
top
of mountain
with
esset.
Videesset.
clita
Vide
complectitur
clitaacres.
complectitur
etthe
ius,17th
vimet
euripiius,17th
vimesset.
euripiVideesset.
Vide
complectitur
clita4complectitur
et ius,
vim&
esset.
euripiVide
esset.
clitaon
Vide
complectitur
et ius,
vimetprivacy
euripiius,with
vim privacy
euripigorgeous
gorgeous
setting,
and
setting,
prime
and
only
location
only
BA.
Property
BA.has
Property
access to
hasthe
access
Machipongo
River
and
River
magnificent
andadversarium
magnificent
mountain,
mountain,
valley,
and
valley,
pastoral
and
dis
adversarium
dis
adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,location
teprime
per harum
id,
te perdis
harum
adversarium
dis
adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,totethe
perMachipongo
harum
id,
te perdis
harum
adversarium
dis
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id, te
per
harum
id, te
perpastoral
harum
minutes volutpat.
toplacerat
minutes
UVA and
to Downtown.
UVA
and
Downtown.
MLS#606911
which flows
which
intoIriure
flows
the facilis
Atlantic.
intoIriure
the
MLS#614051
Atlantic.
MLS#614051
views. Charming
views. Charming
cabin
with
cabin
3 BR,
with
1 full
3 BR,
BA.1 full BA.
placerat
Iriure
volutpat.
facilis
Iriure
ne!
MLS#533291
facilis ne! MLS#606911
MLS#533291
placerat
volutpat.
placerat
volutpat.
ne! MLS#533291
facilis
ne! MLS#533291
placerat
volutpat.
placerat
Iriure
volutpat.
facilis
Iriure
ne!
MLS#533291
facilis
ne!
MLS#533291
www.320FarmingtonDrive.com
www.WoodlandsFarmVa.com
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Thank you for this interesting, helpful
article. I was at UVA in the late ’60s; I
knew a few of the Black students who
were here, but unfortunately not well
enough to talk to with any depth—and I
suppose they may have been a bit wary
of sharing any challenges with a white
student. Things are better now, but not
where they need to be.
Charlie Sutton (Col ’69)
Uxbridge, Massachusetts
01_Cover_121.indd 1
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Now in my early 80s, I received a master’s degree in education at UVA in 1963.
If I remember correctly, there was only
one Black student, named John Gordon,
who was seeking an advanced degree at
that time.
I remember that a few of us befriended
him and went off-Grounds with him. We
would go to the local movie theater, where
we would sit in the balcony. We would join
him at meals on Grounds as he was not
allowed seating service downtown.
I shall always remember one restaurant
ironically named The White Spot. Blacks
would stand against the wall and wait for
takeout food. The owner would sing to the
tune of “John Brown’s Body” and use the
words “John F. Kennedy is going to set us
free.” He then laughed.
Being a white student from Massachusetts, I was taken aback. I went from
Charlottesville to New Hampshire, where I
taught in a prep school for nearly 40 years.
Stephen B. Bishop (Educ ’63)
Greenland, New Hampshire
This was a wonderful article and a great
tribute to those early Black students who
persevered—and to the people in the
community who offered their support and
encouragement. Thank you for writing this!
Dan Vick (Col ’84)
Englewood, Florida
8 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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weather as a brief excuse to skip a day of
classes and play golf.
The big life-changing drama for us
third-year men came earlier on Dec. 1,
1969, with the first U.S. military draft
lottery since 1942. That was an evening
of high anxiety as one by one 366 blue
opaque plastic capsules were opened
and the enclosed printed birth dates
were read.
With the assignment of a lottery
number ranking, each of us had a strong
understanding of our status. This changed
the lives dramatically for those with

That’s very informative. As a UVA student
(Engr ’78), I’m amazed that this time
period was only 10 to 20 years prior to my
time at UVA. Thank you.
Joseph E. Myers (Engr ’78)
Clinton, Maryland

THE COST OF A TELEGRAM

The eight pages dedicated to the spring
of 1970 including Telegramgate in the
Summer 2021 magazine were a melodramatic rewrite of history for the most
part. Sure it was “unique,” especially for
UVA, but many of us used the beautiful
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Thank you for a wonderful article in the Summer 2021 issue of
Virginia Magazine. I graduated in 1965 from the College and
have been a Life Member of the Alumni Association ever since.
I was not living in Virginia when the events described in your
article took place, and this is frankly the first time I have heard
about them. (I didn’t read the alumni magazine when it came
around in those days.)
The article was a real eye-opener. The only incident I remember from my days there was a protest held in Mad Bowl to show
solidarity with the free-speech protests on the West Coast. An
old car was purchased, dragged into Mad Bowl, and set afire
on a party weekend. Our (imported) dates were impressed, as
were the Charlottesville Police, who arrived with sirens and
tear gas to break up the riot. I’m still convinced we were only
doing it to show our dates that we could be radical, too.
U VA
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FROM THE EDITOR

THE LATEST IN SPORTS—AND THIS JUST IN FROM 1970

T

he last time we put sports on the cover
of Virginia Magazine was summer 2019,
the “Wahoowow!” special issue. That was
for just one national championship. This
time we’re marking two—women’s swimming and
men’s lacrosse.
And not just those, but the individual national
titles Wahoos commanded in women’s tennis and women’s track. Along the way, women’s soccer made a run
at the College Cup, baseball crashed the College World
Series and more than a dozen Cavaliers competed in the
Tokyo Olympics.
That’s quite a comeback considering where sports
stood a little more than a year ago, which was at a standstill. Full stop.
That was summer 2020, when our cover captured the
stark mood in infrared, depicting UVA “Semestering in
Place.” Suffice it to say we’re delighted to replace monochrome with color, still life with action.
You think we’re delighted, imagine how Athletics
Director Carla Williams feels. As you’ll read in Associate
Editor Ed Miller’s piece on Page 36, she’s practically doing
backflips, or at least cannonballs.
Consider, too, the legend of nice-guy James Rector
(Law 1909), UVA’s first Olympic medalist. Leo Durocher
famously said that nice guys finish last. For Rector, that’s
not entirely true. Then again, his legend might not be
either. See what you think, on Page 44.

SURPRISE WITNESS

In our last issue, this column highlighted the telegram scandal, my story on the Alumni Association’s attempt in May
1970 to deescalate antiwar protests on Grounds by sending

numbers 1 through 183 and for many
with higher numbers. Options most often
selected were to try to get into your
home state National Guard (typically
already booked with long waitlists), to
enlist into “high-end” officer programs,
to flee (Canada was the top choice), or
to gut it out.
It would be of great interest to know
how many of us served and what the
survival stats were.
Jay Westendorf (Col ’71)
Honeoye, New York

an urgent and soon resented message to everyone’s
parents.
After he read it, Charles W. Hurt (Med ’54),
a prominent local alumnus then and now, called
me with a stunning revelation. “It was my idea to
send the telegram,” he said, and then shared his
recollection.
On the Friday, maybe Thursday, of a notoriously dramatic week of protests, Gilbert J. “Gilly” Sullivan (Com
’48), the association’s executive director, convened an
emergency meeting of local alumni and a few faculty stalwarts, two dozen in all. He had them rendezvous at the
Boar’s Head Inn, fearing, reasonably or not, that protesters could breach Alumni Hall. Sullivan wanted the group
to contact students and plead for calm.
Hurt spoke up. They would never be able to reach
enough students, and parents had the greater influence
anyway. The upcoming Sunday was Mother’s Day, when
students were sure to phone home. What if, by the time
they did, Mom, Dad and whoever else had benefit of a message from the Alumni Association, sent via Western Union?
Hurt says D. French Slaughter Jr. (Col ’49, Law ’53),
the association’s board chairman, assigned him and someone else to draft the message then and there. Hurt doesn’t
recall his co-author but, contrary to what the story posited,
it wasn’t Slaughter, whose name appeared in the body of
the text as the sender.
Says Hurt, “I always felt like it was a great success
because no buildings were burned down.”
Richard Gard (Col ’81)
Vice President, Communications,
UVA Alumni Association

TWO COMMISSIONS TAKE ON A
COMPLICATED LANDSCAPE

I am encouraged by this significant effort
at a community conversation that is not
easy but that must be engaged. Truth,
justice and reconciliation are sequential. If
our community, our entire community, is
engaged in telling and knowing the entire
truth of our unique institutional history,
as well as history in general, we can move
more confidently into the future. I am
confident that the great institutions of the
future will be the institutions that have
engaged in this work now, beginning at

the University after multiple false starts
that date back more than 30 years.
Bruce David Rieder (Arch ’77)
Arlington, Virginia
Thank you. This must be an ongoing conversation with actionable outcomes. For
all commentators worried about erasing
history, that’s exactly the legacy this
University is trying to address. It can no
longer contribute to false narratives while
ignoring honest ones.
Adrienne Dent (Col ’98)
Charlottesville
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FALL IN LOVE

Both of these committees appear to be
on a fool’s errand and are just another
political tool used to bow to temporal passions of the day. Let’s hope that as they
write their succinct statements, labor
with re-contextualization, and rename
whatever statues and physical properties
to undo the work of those past, they consider how the same committee, 100 years
or so in the future, will redo their work of
redoing the work of those 100 years or so
in the past.
Jim Grogan (Col ’66)
Torrance, California

UVA INVITES CLASS OF 2025

I was interested to see statistics regarding
admission offers in the most recent issue.
However, I was dismayed to learn that 37
percent of legacy applicants were offered
admission, compared with 21 percent
overall. It is long past time to abandon this
discriminatory practice, which serves only
to advantage the already privileged. I say
this as a white UVA graduate, along with
my sister, father and mother. No doubt
many legacies go back much further than
ours. Families with multiple generations
of UVA graduates are most likely white,
given historical restrictions on enrollment
by Black applicants and other potential
students of color.
Giving legacy applicants preference
only serves to perpetuate these disadvantages for non-white students who may
be first-generation college attendees or
the children of parents who graduated
from more accessible institutions. I know
I am not alone in having suggested that
the legacy element be dropped from the
admissions equation. I have seen no evidence that serious consideration has been
given to changing this policy, in spite of
purported institution-wide equity goals.
I now propose an even more radical and
equitable solution: Provide legacy “points”

SO C I A L M E D I A

@UVAMagazine

@UVA_Alumni

in the admissions process only to applicants of color whose parents attended the
University. Break the generations-long
favor of white alumni families and consider it a start at reparations.
Judith Wood (Arch ’81)
Seattle, Washington

With the most colorful season

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I read the UVA Alumni magazine in order
to keep current with what is going on at
the University. Obviously, the University
has changed a lot in the 51 years since I
attended. However, I am offended by the
tone of two letters in the Summer 2021
edition under the headline “Racial Equity.”
They imply that we didn’t have respect for
minorities and that we were antiquated
and destructive in our thinking. This certainly wasn’t the case, as President Edgar
Shannon could attest if he were alive.
Robert McKenna (Col ’70)
Virginia Beach, Virginia
The Alumni Association saw fit to publish
letters to the editor in the latest issue
of Virginia Magazine that characterize
views expressed by other alumni on the
Equity Plan as “antiquated” and deserving
of “opprobrium.” I didn’t realize that the
purpose of the Letters to the Editor section
was to enable alumni to take potshots at
each other. It saddens me that this is the
level of discourse that the leadership of my
alumni association sees fit to foster.
Halvor Adams (Com ’79)
Garden City, New York
I was prompted to send my first letter
to you after reading the Summer 2021
edition of your magazine. Two letters in
the “Racial Equity” section of the Letters
to the Editor caught my eye. Both of them
were commenting on previous letters, and
both of them made the race and sex of the
authors of the previous letters a point of
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back in time to enjoy a Blue Ridge
sunset at Wintergreen before
splurging on a sumptuous dinner
on a crisp fall evening in the
mountain air – it’s spectacular!
From one-bedroom studios to
9-bedroom exclusive homes, there
is a variety of accommodations
to fit your trip. Enjoy exclusive
amenities only when you book with
Wintergreen Resort.
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their comments.
An idea has to be evaluated on its face
for its merits. The race, sex or other personal information about the author should
not be relevant. In both of these letters
other arguments were made, making the
personal reference unnecessary.
The concern is why I have become a
strong advocate for the University’s adoption of a code on freedom of expression
at least similar to the one adopted by the
University of Chicago [See related story,
Page 19].
The University needs to be committed
to “free and open inquiry in all matters,”
guaranteeing “the broadest possible
latitude to speak, write, listen, challenge,
and learn.”
This freedom has to include the
concept that we will not engage in ad
hominem attacks on a speaker or author.
It takes discipline to stay focused on the
idea when we disagree. But we have to be
up to the challenge.
Bethany Beck (Arch ’13)
Williamsburg, Virginia

STARVATION FOR WAGES

I was inspired to read in your latest
issue about the student-led Living Wage
Campaign that has persisted since 1998,
and in particular about the details of the
2012 hunger strike. The article also notes
that the roots of this movement date back
to a 1971 protest at the Rotunda organized by the Black Student Alliance.
In fact, the roots go back a little further,
at least to the spring semester 1969
protests at the Rotunda and elsewhere
organized by the Student Coalition. These
were the peaceful “coat-and-tie demonstrations” that are often overlooked after
the noise and violence involved in the May
1970 antiwar protests.
While most of the students’ 1969
demands concerned the recruitment
and retention of Black students at the
University, employee pay was also a
key concern. In fact, in the notice that
invited students to join us in the walkout
protest at the grand celebration of the
University’s 150th anniversary in Cabell
Hall, the first listed grievance was “Our
University is paying its employees salaries

that start near $3000 a year—well below
the poverty level.”
I extend my commendation to all the
students who have continued their efforts
to address this over the years!
C. Randolph Ross (Col ’69)
Cortland, New York

A Mountain of Fun at the
Most Complete Club
in the Mid-Atlantic
45 golf holes, 22 tennis courts
26 ski slopes, 3 pools, full spa,
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THE RISE AND FALL OF A
J-SCHOOL [SPRING 2021]

I enjoyed most of the article you published on the rise and fall of the journalism
school at UVA. However, I found the conclusion unsatisfying. It failed to give the
full picture of journalism education at UVA
in the 21st century.
The last fifth of the story gives readers
the strong impression that UVA offers
no more than three journalism courses,
that Media Studies is not interested in
journalism training and that students
lack interest in journalism as a practice
or career. None of that is true. Every
semester the Media Studies department
offers multiple journalism courses. We
have several accomplished journalists
on our faculty. We have an exceptional
record with journalism job placement for
our graduates.
The story could have ended with a
coda: That journalism education thrives
at UVA despite the lack of a journalism
school — maybe BECAUSE we lack a journalism school. We offer aspiring journalists
a full liberal arts experience. That’s much
more valuable than a journalism degree.
No one should assume that students need a journalism department or
school to learn the craft and excel in the
profession. I have had many long conversations with admitted students and
their parents as they decide among UVA,
Syracuse, UNC or Elon. I have succeeded
in convincing many that studying at UVA
would make them a better journalist—and
citizens—than attending a traditional
journalism school.
I don’t want readers of the magazine
to have the impression that UVA is not
a supportive place to study journalism.
Again, the opposite is true.
Siva Vaidhyanathan
Robertson Professor,
Department of Media Studies
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ELEVATE
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GAME!
I was delighted to read the article on the
J-school at UVA. The article acknowledges that, after the Watergate affair,
UVA offered journalism courses in 1976
within the English Department. Yet, as
two former majors have already noted,
the missing chapter in this narrative
history is represented by Rhetoric and
Communication Studies, which existed
long before 1976 and was disbanded in
1991. RCS, in which I taught rhetoric from
1980 to 1989, was devoted to undergraduate education. We had hundreds
of majors, and because we had no Ph.D.
program we focused our energies on them.
Having done my Ph.D. in English and
comparative literature, I was well-positioned to compare how RCS operated
versus the other departments. The undergraduate education in RCS equaled any
other department and excelled in nurturing students to develop their intellectual
lives. Nonetheless, its lack of a sufficient
number of senior faculty with Universitywide influence resulted in its shutdown.
Ultimately, much of what the department did was reconstituted in Media
Studies. But the rich philosophical
heritage of classical rhetoric was never
revived, and except for an occasional
course taught by a philosophy or classics
professor, that remains a sad outcome of
its demise.
To this day, I remain proud and grateful
to have taught in a department that gave
far more than mere lip service to undergraduate teaching and interdisciplinary
study—and that attracted such stimulating students.
John Rodden (Grad ’81, ’87)
Austin, Texas

BOV BLESSES RACIAL
EQUITY PLAN [WINTER 2020]

The article “BOV Blesses Racial Equity
Plan” in the Winter 2020 magazine
brought a couple of predictably polite
responses in the spring edition. In thinking
about UVA before this week’s Zoom call
with President Ryan regarding “Honor the
Future,” I reread the article and decided
that a great deal is wrong with what the
Racial Equity Task Force has to say, but
one thing deserves particular attention.

In the “Bigger Picture, Longer Term”
section we learn that the report called,
preposterously, for “close to $1 billion
in spending,” with $650 million as a
“quasi-endowment.” Ian Solomon says
that having this resource set aside would
greatly aid his efforts to recruit faculty to
the Batten School. You bet it would!
If I were President Ryan, I would thank
the task force for their thoughts and send
them on their way. I’d re-form the task
force with Thomas Sowell, Shelby Steele,
Jason Riley and Robert Woodson. I’m confident they would have much better ideas.
Keith Kearney (Col ’72, Grad ’75, Law ’77)
Darien, Connecticut

IN MEMORIAM [WINTER 2020]

In the Winter 2020 issue, you published
a very fine obituary for my friend and
fraternity brother David Maybank Jr. (Col
’54), who died in his native Charleston
last winter. The obit has attracted much
favorable comment in Charleston from
those who knew David. As a kind of footnote, I want to pass on some excerpts from
an obit in the Charleston Mercury of last
February, written by Ben Schools (Col ’18),
a young alumnus of the University. Ben’s
grandparents, Nella and the late Rufus
Barkley (Col ’52), were close friends of
David and Louise Maybank, and thus Ben,
from an early age, knew David well.
Ben calls his obit “Remembering our
captain, David Maybank, Jr.” The title
“our captain” is an apt reference to David
as a sailor and as a leader, principled
and quiet but effective in so many things
in Charleston and elsewhere. Without
fanfare, for example, he helped several
young men through the University, and he
did much to preserve the natural beauty of
his native low country and to pass on this
love of place to his children and friends.
Ben says Longfellow’s “A Psalm of
Life,” particularly the following lines, was
one of David’s favorite poems, and was
read at his funeral last year:
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time …
Alexander G. “Sandy” Gilliam (Col ’55)
Charlottesville
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AROUND ALUMNI HALL

A

FROM THE PUBLISHER

Moving Forward, in Partnership

O

ne thing I have always loved about the University of Virginia Alumni Association is that we’re a nearly
200-year-old organization that doesn’t stand still. That’s why, when it came time to articulate our
organizational values, innovation figured prominently—a bias toward action, the continual search for
smarter ways to achieve the mission, creative license to think big.
All those qualities describe the $1 million, first-of-its-kind partnership that the Ridley Scholarship Program has
formed with Truist Bank. It takes to a new level Ridley’s ongoing mission of attracting high-caliber Black students
to UVA and helping them thrive. We hope it’s the start of more partnerships to come.
At the heart of Truist’s commitment is a new full-ride, in-state Ridley Scholarship in memory of financial
executive Buford Scott (Col ’55), a former member of our Board of Managers and longtime champion of creating
opportunities for the underrepresented.
In addition, Truist, in collaboration with the Ridley Scholarship Program and UVA Career Services, will provide
a custom version of its in-house professional development program to groups of second- and third-year Black
students. The Truist-Ridley Leadership and Financial Education Academy is a pilot program scheduled to start
next January term. It gives Truist’s overall gift a multiplier effect, expected to benefit 100 UVA students over the
next two years.
The timing couldn’t be better, coinciding with the University’s renewed strategic push to recruit and support
exceptionally talented, diverse and service-oriented students.
Of course, Ridley has been doing that since 1987 as an Alumni Association partner—reaching out specifically
to top Black students around the country.
As an organization only slightly younger than the University, the Alumni Association represents continuity
from the founding to the future. Being innovative and inventive is what has allowed us to meet the needs of a
growing and ever-changing student and alumni population for centuries. It will also be critical to charting our
course for the next 200 years.
That’s one of many reasons we can’t wait to welcome to Grounds our first Buford Scott Ridley Scholar.
Wahoowa!

Lily West (Darden ’12)
President & CEO
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UVA TAKES DOWN A STATUE,
TAKES UP FREE SPEECH

A series of Board-approved actions seeks to reclaim the historic
landscape and the higher ground on civil discourse

STEV E HEDBERG PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/SANJAY SUCHAK P HOTOS

BY RICHARD GARD

D

uring the early 20th century, as Paul
Goodloe McIntire was gif ting civic
monuments around Charlottesville,
an administrator at the University of
Virginia sent him a personal pitch. A grassy triangle opposite the Corner and near the hospital
was the perfect spot, if only McIntire would give
the University the statue he had recently commissioned of Robert E. Lee.
“I doubt not that the [UVA] authorities would
only be too glad … [to add] so great a charm,”
wrote bursar’s assistant Charles Harold Harcourt
Thomas, according to papers on f ile with the
National Register of Historic Places.

McIntire, one of UVA’s most willing donors,
thought enough of the suggestion to hold on to
the letter, but he kept to his original plan of giving Lee to a downtown park where, 100 years later,
the statue would lure and then come to symbolize
the deadly violence of the August 2017 Unite the
Right rally.
UVA would have enough complications to its
history without one day having to deal with Robert
E. Lee. One of them is the monument McIntire gave
it instead. It was a colossal bronze sculpture glorifying early American military commander George
Rogers Clark’s exploits against Native Americans,
titled “Conqueror of the Northwest.” →
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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Over the summer, on the same
weekend the city evicted Lee from
downtown, the University dispatched
Clark from the Corner to deep storage. It was the latest action item following through on a string of recent
Board of Visitors resolutions.
In other moves, the Board approved
plans to remove the Conf ederatevenerating inscription f rom the
Whispering Wall and greenlighted
a digital project to create mobilefriendly historical-context explainers
20 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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for passersby of Thomas Jefferson and
other statues around Grounds.
On a parallel track, the Board
blessed a full-throated reaffirmation
of free speech and free inquiry principles, subjects that have become
a growing concern across the ideological spectrum when it comes to
higher education.

UNMAKING A STATEMENT

Sculptor Robert Ingersoll Aitken
won a National Academy of Design
award for his 1921 George Rogers
Clark statue, registered as both a
Virginia and national landmark. He
went on to carve the U.S. Supreme

NOTHING ABOVE A WHISPER

In the 1930s, two alumni brothers f unded a marble f ountain and
curved bench in memory of their
f ather, a long-departed state lawmaker with no connection to UVA
of his own. Originally sited in the
north portico of Monroe Hall, the
School of Commerce at the time, the
Frank Hume Memorial moved to an
adjacent plaza and greater prominence when the building underwent

SA NJAY SUCH AK

Top: Workers remove the George Rogers Clark
statue from Grounds in mid-July.
Above: Remedial masonry on the Frank Hume
Memorial is set for next summer.

Court Building ’s famous west pediment, proclaiming “Equal Justice
Under Law.”
The Board saw Aitken’s Charlottesville work as conveying a different message. In supporting removal
of the statue, an earlier BOV resolution noted Clark’s “fraught campaigns against Native Americans,”
the installation’s historical f allacies, and its perpetuation of the Jim
Crow era’s sentiment of “the natural
superiority of white Americans over
Native Americans and other nonwhites, which is not a view endorsed
by members of the University community now.”
Clark had no ties to UVA. Though
born nearby, he died the year before
the University’s f ounding, which,
absent everything else, raised a question of why the institution needed to
honor him. He was not the Clark of
the Lewis and Clark expedition, but
rather William Clark’s big brother.
Removing and storing the monument required extensive preservation measures, including copious
imaging, given its landmark status
and being subject to the jurisdiction of two dif f erent state agencies concerned with public art and
architecture and historic resources,
according to University Architect
Alice J. Raucher. Colette Sheehy,
UVA’s senior vice president for operations and state government relations, estimates the project will end
up costing $400,000.
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expansion in the 1980s. Throughout,
the monument has borne an inscription honoring Hume’s Confederate
loyalty—“A DEVOTED VIRGINIAN
WHO SERVED HIS NATIVE STATE
IN CIVIL WAR … .”
Asked to recommend removal or
“rededication” of the popular gathering spot, UVA’s recently reconstituted
Naming and Memorials Committee
chose the latter, but in two steps.
The Board of Visitors approved step
one in June, removing the memorial’s entire inscription and replacing it
with blank stones of contrasting color,
to make it obvious that something had
been removed.
Explains Michael F. Suarez, the
English professor, rare-book curator and Jesuit priest who heads the
naming committee, “We thought that
replacing the blocks, and leaving that
as a blank monument but a beautiful
sight, was eloquent of the moment
that we’re in right now, a moment
where historical truth matters a lot.”
Rededicating it to some other personage or cause would be a second
step, but no time soon, not before the
opportunity for unhurried deliberation. Says Suarez, “We just weren’t
prepared to sort of swap one f or
one. We thought that that smacked
of tokenism.”
For now, the Board has voted to
make official the memorial’s popular
name, the Whispering Wall, derived
from the curved structure’s uncanny
acoustics. Under previously established University policy, philanthropic naming rights are supposed
to become subject to review after 75
years, a deadline the Frank Hume
Memorial hit nine years ago.
Sheehy says the remedial masonry
work will likely take place next
summer.

CONTEXT MESSAGING

The Board of Visitors also voted to
add the Hume memorial’s origin
story to the to-do list of a recently

approved “digital contextualization”
initiative, a f uture project meant
to deliver historical context to the
fingertips of anyone with a mobile
device strolling past the statues on
Grounds. The concept was first proposed f or presenting the public a
fuller, more faceted take on Thomas
Jefferson, starting with the Rotunda
statue facing University Avenue.
It fell to Suarez’s committee to
develop the idea, which it did by
expanding it. It proposed providing
multilayered explainers for all the
statues on Grounds—their subjects,
who chose them and why, and the
artistry. The Naming Committee succeeded in getting its expansive vision
f or the project approved and the
work assigned to a separate commission. UVA President James E. Ryan
(Law ’92) will appoint and oversee
the working group this fall, according to Margaret S. Grundy (Col ’06,
Darden ’15), his chief of staff.

SPEECH WITH A
VIRGINIA ACCENT

them “the widest possible latitude.”
A later paragraph notes legal exceptions to unrestricted speech—defamation, incitement and rules for
public demonstrations that don’t
attempt to regulate content—all to
be narrowly construed.
Then come some purposely
Virginia accents. Fulfilling a charge
Ryan gave it, the blue-ribbon drafting committee rooted the statement
in the University’s genetic link to free
speech and inquiry through Jefferson
and James Madison, Jefferson’s successor as UVA rector and the First
Amendment’s chief author.
The committee devoted a paragraph to Jef f erson and Madison,
making sure to include Jefferson’s
oft-cited vision for the University,
that “here we are not afraid to follow
truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerate any error so long as reason is left
free to combat it.”
The politically diverse drafters
used the next paragraph for a historical however, a to-be-sure that not
everyone in UVA history has had freedom, let alone freedom of expression.
The paragraph notes UVA’s record
of “exploiting enslaved laborers and
excluding Black Americans, women,

Attention to historical context also
shows up in UVA’s Statement of
the Committee on Free Expression
and Free Inquiry, which the Board
adopted in June. The
initiative came in
response to calls f or
UVA to sign onto the
University of Chicago’s
statement on those
principles, which
—UVA law professor and First Amendment
has gained supportscholar Frederick Schauer
ers across the political continuum. UVA
and groups and viewpoints disf anow joins the more than 80 colleges
vored by the majority.” It continues:
and universities that have adopted a
“Principles of academic f reedom
Chicago-style statement.
have not always withstood the presThe basic structure, general prinsures and fashions of the day, which
ciples and even some of the phrasing
remains an ongoing challenge.”
of UVA’s statement track Chicago’s.
UVA law prof essor and First
Virginia opens with a full embrace of
Amendment scholar Frederick
freedom principles—affirming them
Schauer, who served on the panel
“unequivocally,” centering them in
but notes he doesn’t speak f or it,
the academic mission and giving

You can’t just talk about free
speech without talking about
who’s speaking and who’s not.”
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Your Place. Our Purpose.

3318 Lockport Place
Find privacy in this Gaffney-built Georgian Classic on a quiet
Glenmore cul-de-sac. Surrounded by trees w/extensive common
area behind the home. Two story front foyer has inlaid walnut
detail in the hardwood floor. Entertain friends in the Designer
kitchen with granite countertops and stainless steel appliances.

$639,900 | Keswick | MLS 619739
Mike Gaffney | 434.760.2160 | Jessica Saadut | 434.981.9968

Gobblers Glen
Gorgeous 72 acre parcel in central Nelson County, close
to Lovingston. Multiple elevated building sites overlook
a beautiful stocked lake with mountain views beyond. A
charming tenant cottage, the core of which is an old log
cabin, is already on-site. Private and protected.

$550,000 | Nelson County

Carter Montague | 434.962.3419 | cartermontague.com
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Lovingston Winery

Twin Springs Farm

Nestled into 65 acres of rolling hills in central Nelson Co.,
this successful vineyard has a proven track record of producing
award-winning and highly rated wines. With 11 acres of vines,
a 4000 square foot production facility, and 3 renovated homes,
the property has limitless possibilities.

230 acres of rolling pasture and mature forest. Currently a
working cattle farm with fenced and watered fields. The c.1839
home is in excellent condition with copper roof, cypress siding,
custom cabinetry, and original floors, mantels, and woodwork.
Within 30 minutes to Charlottesville.

$2,490,000 | Nelson County

Carter Montague | 434.962.3419 | cartermontague.com

$1,875,000 | Fluvanna County

Carter Montague | 434.962.3419 | Amy Harper | 540.314.3100

MONTAGUEMILLER.COM | 800.793.5393 | CHARLOTTESVILLE | AMHERST | MADISON | CULPEPER | ORANGE
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Looking to buy a home
in Charlottesville?

The Clark statue
in deep storage

exceptions, historical interpretation and
the political divide. It too has a distinct
UVA ring to it, invoking the founding
principle of “self-governance,” aligning the concept with self-restraint and
civility. Yes, individuals have the right
to free speech, which includes the constitutionally protected right to offend,
anger and even shock. Even so, members of the University community are
part of “a common project of academic
inquiry and mutual respect and intellectual openness,” the statement says. “We
act as responsible members of a shared
community when we engage as empathetic speakers and generous listeners.”
Presenting the full statement to the
Board of Visitors for a vote, Ryan cited
that provision as the most important
because it aspires for UVA to have more
than what he called “a bare-knuckled version of free speech.” Ryan said,
“Simply endorsing the idea of f ree
speech doesn’t suggest anything about
how you should go about interacting
with one another, whether you should be
engaged in civil discourse or in shouting.
Both are protected.”
Reflecting on the same paragraph,
Schauer offers, “It is the intellectual attitude of modesty. It is the intellectual
attitude of, ‘That which I think is wrong
RIGHTS BUT ALSO
might be right. That which I think is right
RESPONSIBILITY
might be wrong.’”
Perhaps the most profound
passage
$550,000
| of the
statementcartermontague.com/597619
comes just before the end and
Richard Gard is the editor of Virginia
lifts the gaze above legal rights, narrow
Magazine.
says it’s no coincidence that a paragraph about the enslaved immediately
follows one about the founder. “Talking
about Jefferson, at this University in
this state in this community these days,
can’t be separated from Jefferson’s full
and somewhat more complex legacy,” he
says. “Free speech at the University of
Virginia involves Jefferson historically,
and Jefferson historically involves other
parts of Jefferson.”
More on point, he says, that paragraph addresses the free-speech concept
of silencing. Says Schauer, “You can’t just
talk about free speech without talking
about who’s speaking and who’s not, and
you can’t talk about free speech in this
University without talking about what
… in the past led some people to have the
opportunity to speak and some not.”
Mary Zoeller, who tracks Chicagostyle statements as a senior program
officer for the nonprofit that promotes
them, the nonpartisan Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education, likes that
UVA included the reference. “Folks set up
a false dichotomy between free expression
and diversity and inclusion initiatives,”
she says. “This paragraph makes the point
… that they’re not opposing values.”

SAN JAY SUC HAK

Work with a Wahoo.

Tommy Brannock
COMM ’79
Charlottesville Native
(434) 981-1486

tommy@loringwoodriff.com
LO R I N G W O O D R I F F
R E A L E S TAT E A S S O C I AT E S

Follow Tommy on Instagram

@tommybrannock
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THREE NEW DEANS

Malo A. Hutson
School of Architecture

Jennifer L. West
School of Engineering

Dr. Melina R. Kibbe
School of Medicine

Malo A. Hutson, an expert in community development, environmental justice and urban health, began
his architecture school appointment July 1, succeeding Ila Berman,
who remains on the school’s faculty.
Previously at Columbia University,
he served as a professor and director
of the urban planning Ph.D. program.
He also helped lead Columbia World
Projects, a campuswide effort where
Columbia researchers and scholars
collaborate on solutions to global
challenges. At UVA, he’s eager to find
ways to turn scholarship into realworld change.
“We need to do our research,
teaching and scholarship, but we
also have to do more,” Hutson said.
“Our work can’t just be in a journal.
It needs to get to the policymakers,
it needs to get to the community, it
needs to be implemented. And I get
the sense that that’s where UVA’s at.
… It seems like the right place at the
right time.”

Jennifer L. West landed at UVA on
July 1 from Duke University’s engineering school, where she was a
professor of biomedical engineering,
mechanical engineering and materials science and associate dean for
Ph.D. education. She succeeds Craig
Benson, who remains on the faculty.
At UVA, she plans to focus on
entrepreneurship, supporting faculty members who want to commercialize their research and teaching
students to do the same someday.
She wants to stimulate research,
including providing opportunities
for undergraduate students to get
involved. And as UVA’s first female
engineering school dean, she will
build on the school’s diversity. Its
female undergraduate population
already is 34 percent, compared with
21 percent nationally.
“The engineering school has just
had tremendous momentum over
the past five to 10 years,” she said.
“It’s a place where really great things
are happening and where we can
build on that momentum and really
push further to preeminence.”

Dr. Melina R. Kibbe starts her
appointment as UVA School of
Medicine’s first permanent female
dean and chief health affairs officer
for UVA Health on Sept. 15, succeeding Dr. David S. Wilkes, who served
for six years. Kibbe, whom President
Barack Obama honored with an Early
Career Award in 2009, arrives at UVA
from the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, where she is a clinician, researcher and surgery department chair. There she has served as a
top recruiter, building on the surgery
department’s diversity, including
LGBTQ+ faculty, trainees and staff,
and expanding its research work. She
plans to do the same at UVA.
“They already are doing amazing
research, but the footprint should
be larger,” Kibbe said. “So my goal
will be to help expand the research
efforts while maintaining the highlevel, innovative research that’s currently being done.”
— Sarah Lindenfeld Hall
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Architecture, Engineering, Medicine get new leadership
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A National Developer That Values

QUALITY.
INTEGRITY.
INNOVATION.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE. CONSTRUCTION.

Coming Soon!

The Breeden Company’s 1st Enriched
Apartment Community in Charlottesville.
TM

Luxurious.
Modern.
Living Meant
For You.

Ramon W.
Breeden, Jr.
Alumnus,
The University
of Virginia
McIntire School
of Commerce

BERKMAR

L A N D I N G
A P A R T M E N T S

Visit Us Online!
LiveBerkmarLanding.com

A NATIONAL DEVELOPER

TheBreedenCompany.com

Offices In Virginia Beach, Richmond and Charlottesville | (757) 486-1000 TTY 711
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Take it outside

ANDREW SHURTLEFF

Pickup basketball players
have a new proving ground.
Three lighted outdoor
courts opened in May next
to Memorial Gymnasium.
They replace the courts
at the Dell, which were
removed to make way for
the new Contemplative
Sciences Center building.

ED SCHOOL DEAN STEPS DOWN

SANJAY SUCH AK

F
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or Bob Pianta, longtime dean of the
College of Education and Human
Development, the timing felt right.
Pianta, who has led the school since
2007 and has been at UVA since 1986, had
been thinking for several years about how
he might finish his career. In August, he
announced he will step down at the end
of the 2021-22 academic year, to focus on
research and writing.
The job is “consuming,” Pianta said.
Among sitting deans, Pianta has served
the longest.
“We’ve accomplished a lot,” he said.
“We’ve got a lot of great things going. It
takes time to get things started, and if I was
going to put something new on the table, I’d

have to commit to it.
“I also didn’t want the school to have to
go through a search during a COVID year.”
Under Pianta’s leadership, the school,
which had been largely focused on graduate education, expanded its undergraduate
portfolio. It also jumped in the U.S. News
and World Report national rankings, from
35 to 15.
Pianta said he was fortunate to be able to
keep a hand in his research, which focuses
on the intersection of education and human
development. He will take a sabbatical after
he steps down.
Provost Elizabeth Magill (Law ’95)
will lead the search for Pianta’s successor.
—Ed Miller
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250 W MAIN STREET

PROSPECT HILL (C. 1732)

C H A R L O T T E S V I L L E | $ 1 ,1 7 5 , 0 0 0

LOUISA | $2,250,000

Spacious, light-filled penthouse, 2600 sq
ft and perfect for entertaining. Peaceful
yet located in the heart of Charlottesville
with everything downtown living has to
offer. Outdoor terraces with panoramic
mountain views including UVA Rotunda
and charming downtown steeple skyline.
Quick walk through booming West Main
district to UVA grounds. 2 parking spaces.

Spectacular mountain and valley views in Bundoran Farm! Easy access to miles of trails, fiber
optic internet, complete serenity all within 15
minutes of Charlottesville. Equestrian parcel,
allowing owner to have horses.

18th century Virginia living at its finest.
Historic main residence with 5 bedrooms, 5
baths, 2 half on main floor. Eight additional
bedroom suites in the dependencies, rich
with character and historical charm—all
with fireplaces, modern baths and current
mechanical systems. Green Springs
Historic District, 20 minutes east of
Charlottesville, 40 from Richmond.

PE T E R W IL E Y | 4 34 4 22 20 9 0 | M LS 6 1 3 7 6 5

P ETER WI LEY | 43 4 422 2090 | M L S 6 0 453 4

P ETER WI LEY | 43 4 42 2 2 090 | MLS 618166

34 ACRES • STONY POINT PASS

LAUREL CLIFF FARM

KESWICK | $765,000

M O N R O E , VA | $ 5 , 5 0 0, 0 0 0

72 ACRES
GOBBLERS GLEN LANE

Rare offering—beautiful parcel in the heart
of Keswick Hunt Country. Mix of woods and
open land, ideal building site overlooking
bottomland bordered by stream. Fenced for
livestock and well-suited parcel for equestrian enthusiasts. Well installed by present
owner. Pond / wetland habitat is possible.

Private 1,292-acre estate with panoramic
mountain views in beautiful Amherst County.
No conservation easement, great potential as
family compound / retreat. Brick 1929 manor,
mix of open farm fields, hardwood forest and
gently rolling topography with streams, 2 ponds
(one which is 8 ac), tenant homes and barns.

Beautiful Nelson County parcel. Multiple
private elevated building sites, mountain
views, stocked lake. Carefully maintained,
worthy of architecturally significant construction. Old log cabin cottage provides
guest accommodations or rental income.

M A RC U S W IL E Y | 4 3 4 8 0 6 9 6 3 3 | M LS 6 1 8 6 2 1

JUSTI N WI LEY | 43 4 98 1 5528 | M L S 6 1 0 1 27

P ETER WI LEY | 43 4 422 2 090 | MLS 5 97619
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42 ACRES
WINSOME ORCHARD LANE
NORTH GARDEN | $615,000

1 32 E M AIN ST SU IT E A, ORAN G E, VIRG IN IA 2 2 9 6 0

540 67 2 3 903

/

LOV I N G S TO N , VA | $ 5 5 0, 0 0 0
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T

he architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe might
have famously observed that “Less is more,”
but when it comes to problem-solving and solution-seeking, our brains may default toward
additive rather than subtractive changes. Whether it’s the
proliferating features on our phones, ideas to improve an
organization or our endless to-do lists, “We tend not to ask
ourselves what can we take away from it, what can we subtract, what can we remove that might still make something
better,” says UVA assistant professor Gabrielle Adams.
This is the argument put forth in a recent paper in the
journal Nature by a team of UVA researchers that included
Adams, associate professors Benjamin Converse and Leidy
Klotz, and former post-doctoral researcher Andrew Hales.
Over a series of observational and experimental studies,
the researchers found that when tasked with changing
an object, idea or situation—such as solving a 3D puzzle,
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ADDING COMPLEXITY
WHEN WE SHOULD BE
SUBTRACTING IT

editing a document, or changing a hole on a mini-golf
course—people were significantly more likely to come
up with additive changes. For example, they were more
likely to add than remove words from the document, and
in a Lego construction challenge, they were more likely to
add pieces even when the challenge could more quickly be
solved by removing just one piece.
These results, the researchers suggest, may indicate that
additive changes are a kind of cognitive shortcut that allows
our brains to reduce the number of ideas to be generated.
However, the researchers also found that prompts,
nudges and incentives could increase the likelihood that
participants would consider subtractive changes. These
prompts included explicitly reminding participants that
subtraction was an option or putting a cost (10 cents) on
adding parts while making removing parts free. Similarly,
when participants were given several practice trials before
solving a puzzle, they were more likely to find the subtractive solution.
Suggesting that “the tendency to overlook subtraction
may be implicated in a variety of costly modern trends,”
the writers argue that in defaulting to additive transformations, people “may be missing opportunities to make their
lives more fulfilling, their institutions more effective, and
the planet more livable.”
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Discovery
Study improves
understanding of rare
seizure-caused deaths
“Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy” is a
rare complication that is estimated to claim
some 3,000 lives in the U.S. every year—many
of them people under the age of 40.
Now a study by neurologists Dr. Andrew
Schomer (Fellow ’16) and Dr. Mark Quigg
(Engr ’84, Med ’90, Res ’94) of the School of
Medicine points toward a better understanding
of why it most often strikes during sleep.
The researchers examined cardiac and
brain wave data from patients hospitalized for
inpatient epilepsy monitoring who experienced
seizures while asleep during their hospital
stay. They measured sleep depth five minutes
before the seizure and heart rate after a
seizure. While heart rate typically slows when
people are asleep, the researchers found
that in these patients, greater sleep depth
before a seizure predicted a slowing of
the heart rate after the seizure. Because a
too-slow heartbeat is a risk factor for sudden
cardiac arrest, the findings from this study
suggest an important area for further research
on the connection between sleep and the
epilepsy complication.
In related research, Dr. Quigg and associate
professor Bijoy Kindu of the Department of
Radiology and Medical Imaging conducted a
small pilot study using a sophisticated imaging
technique to precisely identify the area of the
brain causing seizures. While the study was
small, if further research confirms its effectiveness, this imaging technique could provide
surgeons a tool for precision-targeted surgical
treatment of epilepsy.

Autism spectrum
disorder looks different
in girls’ and boys’ brains

A

new study has begun to shed light
on what may be important differences in how autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) develops in girls and
boys. The study, a multicenter collaboration of researchers including UVA
professor of neurology Kevin Pelphrey,
used data drawn from brain imaging and
genetic analysis to find evidence suggesting not only that ASD may develop
in a different part of the brain in girls
than in boys, but also that girls with ASD
may have a greater number of genetic
mutations in this part of the brain.
Importantly, this research included

an equal number of boys and girls diagnosed with ASD. Because boys are
more frequently diagnosed with ASD,
girls have been underrepresented in
research, making it difficult to discern
possible sex differences. This study
found that differences between girls
with ASD and a matched cohort of typically developing girls were not the same
as those between typically developing
boys and those with ASD.
These f indings, the researchers
write, suggest caution in drawing conclusions about ASD in girls based on
research conducted primarily with boys.
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Discovery

A study from researchers including
Dr. David Stone (Res ’81, ’85), of
UVA’s departments of Anesthesiology
and Neurology, adds to recent research
that has found evidence of bias in
important healthcare decision-making
tools. In an analysis of three scoring
systems used to predict risk of death in
hospital intensive care units, the study
found that the tools overestimate the
risk of death for all patients, but particularly for Black and Hispanic patients.
Noting the pressure put on limited
ICU resources during the coronavirus
pandemic, the authors write that “such
inaccurate predictions are concerning,
particularly if treatment is withheld or
care withdrawn on the basis of a false
high predicted mortality.”
In more positive news, a large-scale
project analyzing the genetic makeup
of a global, diverse body of more than
53,000 individuals is providing a
much broader view of genetic variants,
including rare and previously unidentified ones. UVA genetics researcher
Stephen S. Rich, who helps lead the
project, notes that it holds the promise
of broadening scientific knowledge
and expanding the effort “to extend
personalized medicine to everyone.”

G ARY N EIL L

New evidence of bias
found in predictive
healthcare tools

FOLLOWING MINDS
WHERE THEY WANDER

C

an you watch a mind wandering? A
fascinating collaboration between
cognitive scientists and UVA assistant professor of philosophy Zachary Irving
managed to do just that. Using brain-wave
measuring EEG, the researchers identified
a distinct electrophysiological “signature”
of freely moving, undirected thoughts—or
what is going on when your mind is wandering “with no overarching purpose and
direction,” the study’s authors write.
Paying attention isn’t simply an on/
off state. The researchers identified diff erent states of thought, each with a
unique signature, including deliberately constrained focus, unconstrained

mind-wandering and involuntarily constrained thinking—or what happens
when your focus is hijacked by distracting and “task-unrelated” thoughts, like
mulling over an argument with a spouse.
Understanding and identif ying such
“dynamics of thought,” the researchers
write, could have a range of potential applications in psychology, from better understanding conditions like depression and
ADHD to identifying productive thinking and learning strategies. “Attention
has multiple ‘natural tendencies,’” the
authors write. “Our study shows that those
thought types have distinct behavioral and
electrophysiological signatures.”

High-quality tutoring effective at offsetting pandemic learning losses
As school systems address the coronavirus pandemic’s
impacts on education—particularly for less-advantaged
students—UVA assistant professor of education and
public policy Beth Schueler has co-authored a policy
brief outlining evidence that “high-dosage tutoring
can produce large learning gains for a wide range of
students.” Defined as more than three days per week
or at least 50 hours over 36 weeks, high-dosage
Schueler
tutoring appears to be one of the most effective ways to
improve educational achievement for elementary and middle school
students from lower-income families.
Features of the most effective high-dosage tutoring programs
include using experienced teachers or volunteers who receive

intensive training and ongoing support; using data
and assessments to personalize instruction to an
individual student’s needs; pairing students with
a consistent tutor; and establishing a positive,
mentoring relationship between tutor and student.
The authors acknowledge that such high-quality
tutoring programs can be expensive, but they point
out that they are also “highly cost effective relative
to many other educational interventions.” The
paper, “Accelerating student learning with high-dosage tutoring,”
was produced by the EdResearch for Recovery Project to guide
educators and policymakers in addressing the educational impacts
of the pandemic.
—Stories by Caroline Kettlewell
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Opening Fall 2021 – Coworking Reimagined in Charlottesville, VA

BE A PART OF CODEBASE COWORKING
AT THE CODE BUILDING

SHORT & LONG TERM OPTIONS AVAILABLE
We offer an amenity-rich, fully furnished environment with all of the infrastructure required for the business
professional, entrepreneur, small business or work team to be immediately productive. This impressive new office
space is available in a variety of options designed to meet your needs. Inquire about renting an affordable private office,
office suite, dedicated desk, or open work space available with a coworking or flexible membership option.

DIRECT CONNECT
FIBER

PHONE BOOTHS

MEETING SPACES

SECURE, 24/7
ACCESS

Gigabit speed ﬁber and

Acoustically

All conference

Safely access your

wiﬁ internet access

designed for private
phone conversations

rooms up-ﬁtted with
state-of-the-art
video and telecom

workspace anytime
you want to work

capabilities

ENGAGING CHARLOTTESVILLE THROUGH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COLLABORATION
240 W Main St, Charlottesville, VA 22902 · 434.443.CODE

codebuilding.com · codebasecoworking.com
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Student Life
UVA’S ‘MAYOR’
LEAVES FOR
HIGHER OFFICE

D

ean of Students Allen W.
Groves (Law ’90), who
touched the lives of tens of
thousands of students, left
UVA in late June for what he’s calling a
new adventure—to serve as senior vice
president for the student experience at
Syracuse University.
For more than a decade, Groves
was a fixture at UVA, accepting invitations from students for everything from
meetings and meals to a Guinness World
Record attempt for the most high-fives
in an hour, which he clinched in 2013.
And he helped guide students through
some of UVA’s darkest hours, including
in 2017 when he worked to protect students from neo-Nazis as they circled the
Thomas Jefferson statue at the Rotunda.
But beyond the headline-grabbing
moments, he forged enduring relationships with students, counseling some
through harrowing personal challenges. As the most senior administrator at UVA who was openly gay, he was
a stalwart supporter of LGBTQ+ students on Grounds. “It’s the kind of thing
that means the world to me—how you
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impacted somebody’s life,” says Groves,
who keeps a drawer of thank-you notes
from students.
Groves’ departure comes 15 years
after Patricia M. Lampkin (Educ
’86)—who recently retired as vice president and chief student af f airs of f icer—persuaded him to leave his role
as a partner at an Atlanta law firm for
a development of f icer post at UVA.
During law school, Groves had worked
for Lampkin as a first-year dorms area
coordinator. He was promoted to dean
of students in 2008.
Groves leaned on his legal expertise as he addressed First Amendment
issues on Grounds. “Others outside the
University often sought him out for his
expertise and nuanced understanding of
this democratic ideal,” Susan M. Davis,
associate vice president f or student
affairs, wrote in an email. She described
his impact on the student experience as
“multidimensional.”
For Groves, Lampkin’s retirement
plans, announced in early 2020, triggered
reflections on his own career. He says
he didn’t apply for her job because he

believed the office could use a fresh perspective. Syracuse called in November.
“What I’m excited about is a truly new
place … and the chance to really do something new in a different setting and with a
new team of people,” Groves says.
Groves’ and Lampkin’s exits clear
the way for profound change in student
affairs. Vice President and Chief Student
Affairs Officer Robyn Hadley, a former
senior administrator at Washington
University in St. Louis, succeeded
Lampkin in June and will search for
Groves’ successor this fall.
Groves’ impact at UVA was obvious,
Hadley says. While walking with him on
Grounds, “It feels like he’s the mayor.”
And as she searches for a successor,
Hadley says she’ll be looking for somebody who, like Groves, leads with enthusiasm. “His presence, his energy, his
excitement, his curiosity and his willingness to just be available and engaged
is what you want in somebody who is
your dean of students,” she says. “But,
most importantly, it’s what you want in a
professional colleague and teammate in
this profession.”

DAN AD DISON

BY SARAH LINDENFELD HALL
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Glenn D. Kirwin
Scholarship
After the tragedy
of September 11, 2001,

family and friends established a memorial scholarship
honoring the life of Glenn D. Kirwin, a member of the Class
of 1982. The annual scholarship is awarded to a rising
third- or fourth-year student enrolled in the University of
Virginia whose character and involvement in University
life most resemble Glenn’s. These characteristics include:
leadership, determination, generosity and wisdom; the
capability for original and creative thought; and a passion
for entrepreneurship.
For more information, please contact Molly Bass at
mcb7k@virginia.edu or 434-243-9000.

Congratulations to this year’s recipient

Amy Liao (Col ’22)

To learn more, visit

KirwinScholarship.com
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RECOVERING
THE GLORY
BY ED MILLER

After a season
shortened by, well,
you know, UVA sports
came back a winner, its
athletes as champions
and the athletics director
dripping with pride.
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COURTESY NCAA

Michaela Meyer (Nurs ’22)
finishes first in the 800
meters at the NCAA Track
and Field championships.
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A

Athletics Director Carla Williams celebrates in
the pool with President James E. Ryan (Law ’92)
and the women’s swim and dive team.

s she neared the edge of the pool,
University of Virginia Director of
Athletics Carla Williams raised her arms
above her head, hopped forward on her
left foot, and jumped. Suspended for a
heartbeat above the water, Williams
tucked her legs, hugged her knees to
her chest, and braced for splashdown.
This was not Williams’ first cannonball. She had
taken the plunge before, when she worked at the
University of Georgia. It’s how NCAA swimming titles
are celebrated: fully clad and chlorinated.
This, though, was a different leap altogether, and far
more poignant for Williams.
A year before, at the start of the coronavirus pandemic, Williams had to tell the UVA women’s swim
team, one of the favorites to win a national title, that its
season was over. Talented as the swimmers were, there
was no guarantee the team would get another chance in
2021. A COVID-19 case or two at the wrong time could
knock them out of contention.
Given all they went through to get there, seeing the
team complete a comeback tale in March, when it won
the program’s first NCAA title, was a highlight of the
2020–21 athletic year for Williams. “It was huge,” she
says. “No one knows how difficult it was in February
and March to just get to the championships COVIDfree. That was really hard because there were surges
everywhere during January and February, including on
Grounds and in Charlottesville.
“There were hurdles that kept popping up in
front of them, and they just kept clearing them.”

T

‘‘

he same could be said of any number of UVA
teams during a year unlike any other. Frequent
testing helped—the Athletics Department
administered 35,552 tests from July to May,
and that doesn’t include the post-season testing done
by the ACC and NCAA. All that, combined with rigorous adherence to protocols, enabled UVA to compete in more than 91 percent of its scheduled events,
Williams says. At times, competing was a victory in
itself, with COVID-19 case numbers spiking at various points in the 2020–21 school year. The department
reported 222 positives, for a rate of 0.6 percent.

There were hurdles that kept popping up in front
of them, and they just kept clearing them.”
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Emma Navarro (Col ’24) won
the women’s singles title.

The football team, one of the first to
return to Grounds last July, was one of
just 17 NCAA Division I Football Bowl
Subdivision programs to play 10 games
without a postponement or cancellation
because of its own coronavirus issues.
Virginia’s players spent 23 weeks from
July to December in virtual lockdown,
unable to leave Grounds without permission. Their contact with family members
was limited to brief periods after games.
After the last game of the regular season, players elected to take the team out
of consideration for a bowl bid, a move
coach Bronco Mendenhall supported.
“This team will always be special
for how it handled competing during a
pandemic,” he said in the press release
announcing the end of the season.
The winter season showed just how
precarious competing during a pandemic could be. The men’s basketball
team won the ACC regular season title,
only to be eliminated from the conference tournament because of a positive

‘‘

COVID-19 test. The team was forced to
quarantine a week before arriving at the
NCAA Tournament in Indianapolis.
The women’s basketball team ended
its season in January, af ter just five
games. Six contests were postponed or
canceled due to COVID-19 protocols.
Other injuries left the team unable to
practice or compete safely.

I

f winter wa s a grind, spring ma de
gradual progress toward something
resembling normalcy. As restrictions eased, fans at first trickled and
then flooded back. The men’s lacrosse
team, which opened its home schedule
Feb. 6 in front of 250 fans at Klockner
Stadium, won its second straight NCAA
title on Memorial Day in front of 14,816
in East Hartford, Connecticut. “Sort of
normal,” Williams called it. By the time
the baseball team made a surprise run
to the College World Series in Omaha,
Nebraska, in June, “sort of normal” had
given way to business as usual, with the

stadium packed and all but mask-free.
The women’s soccer team’s securing a College Cup berth added yet
another highlight to a busy spring season in which the winning came in waves.
Emma Navarro (Col ’24) won the
women’s singles title at the NCAA tennis championships. Michaela Meyer
(Nurs ’22) ran away from the field to finish first in the 800 meters at the NCAA
Track and Field championships.

Everybody’s eyes were always on Olympic trials.”
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Kyle Teel’s (Col ’24)
grand slam against
Dallas Baptist helped
the baseball team
advance to the College
World Series.

The spring success propelled UVA to
an 11th-place finish in the College Director’s Cup. It was UVA’s 14th consecutive
top-25 finish in the national competition,
which awards points based on a school’s
post-season performance in 19 sports.
“In March (2020), when we first met
with coaches, we didn’t know how long
this was going to last,” Williams says.
“And I told them that we needed to focus
on doing more than just surviving, that
our goal was to thrive and to come out of
this better than our competitors.
“I think everyone took it to heart and
did their best to actually perform to a
high level as best as they could during so
much uncertainty.”

A

cross all sports, no team had a
better year than women’s swimming and diving, which used
the NCAA championships as a
mere warmup for bigger competition:
the U.S. Olympic trials and the Tokyo
Olympics. Four swimmers made the
team and all won medals.
Paige Madden (Educ ’21) won a silver medal in the 4x200 meter freestyle
relay. Alex Walsh (Col ’24) and Kate
Douglass (Col ’23) won silver and
bronze, respectively, in the 200 individual medley. Emma Weyant (Col ’24),
who enrolled in the fall but delayed competing at UVA until 2021–22, took silver
in the 400 IM. (For more results from
UVA Olympians, see Page 49.)

Coach Todd DeSorbo served as an
assistant coach for the Olympic team.
Making a splash at the international
level was the team’s goal all along,
he says.
“Even though NCAA is a huge accomplishment, and it was a first and we had
a blast, I think everybody’s eyes were
always on Olympic trials,” DeSorbo says.
No athlete in any sport had a better
year than Madden, who finished her
career as an All-American in 14 events
and won NCAA titles in the 200-, 500and 1,650-yard freestyle, the most of any
swimmer at the championships.
Madden also finished seventh in the
400-meter freestyle in Tokyo. Making
the team in two events was quite the feat,
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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The men’s lacrosse team won its second
straight NCAA title—with a year in between.
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I didn’t get to show my cards in 2020, I
knew I had a lot left in the tank. Going
into 2021, I just wanted to prove that.”

T

he men’s lacrosse team, limited
to six games in 2020, also had
some unf inished business to
take care of. The team won the
NCAA title in 2019, but the abrupt ending to the 2020 season left its departing
players with no sense of closure.
Among them was Dox Aitken (Col
’20), who finished his degree in foreign
affairs in May and planned to use his
final season of eligibility playing football
at Villanova University.
Aitken enrolled at business school
there in August, while practicing with
the football team as a wide receiver. The

MATT RILEY/U VA ATHLETICS

considering that in between the NCAA
championships and the Olympic trials
she came down with COVID-19.
Madden says she was “devastated”
when she learned she had tested positive, shortly after the NCAA meet in
March. She told herself: “I’m done. My
season’s over.”
Madden began feeling better after a
couple of weeks but was worried about
lingering effects.
“I’m a swimmer,” she says. “My lungs
are probably my most important organ.”
Madden was already dealing with an
asthma diagnosis that predated the pandemic. Her initial post-COVID workouts
were discouraging, but after a few more

weeks in the pool, she began regaining
her form. A strong performance at a
meet in Indianapolis gave her confidence
heading into Trials, she says.
DeSorbo says he never doubted
Madden would make the team. “If anyone could get COVID two months ago
and still be very successful after that
it would be Paige,” DeSorbo said after
Trials. “All of our athletes work very, very
hard, but Paige, more than anybody, she
just puts so much into it that, honestly,
we weren’t that concerned about her
missing a week or two.”
Not after Madden and her teammates
missed so much last year. Madden says
not getting a chance to finish the season
motivated her to take her performance
to another level in 2021. “The fact that
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Diana Ordoñez (Col ’22)
and the women’s soccer
team secured a College
Cup berth.

team, which competes in the Football
Championship Subdivision, had canceled its fall season and expected to play
an abbreviated schedule in the spring
of 2021.
That was the plan, anyway. But there
was uncertainty over how many games
the team would play. (The Wildcats
scheduled six but wound up playing
just four.)
Aitken knew Virginia was planning
to play a full lacrosse season. He began
considering the possibility of returning.
“I’d kind of shied away from closing the
book for sure,” he says. “But I wasn’t sure
(returning) was even an option.
“I just kind of woke up one day and
mustered the confidence to call coach
(Lars) Tiffany.”

Tif f any welcomed Aitken back.
Aitken enrolled in three classes that
would transfer to his MBA program at
Villanova—two in the Darden School
of Business and one in the McIntire
School of Commerce. That left him six
hours shy of the credits needed to be eligible, however, so he added a class in the
Batten School and another in the School
of Education and Human Development.
“It was kind of a whirlwind,” he says.
And that was merely in the classroom.
On the field, Aitken had to shake off
the rust. He says, “I kind of stunk for a
month and a half.”
The team did not get off to such a blazing start, either, going 2-4 in the ACC. As
with other Tiffany teams at UVA, however, it began finding its stride in May.
Wins over Bryant University and
Georgetown University landed UVA in
the Final Four in East Hartford. The
Cavaliers won a 12-11 thriller over the
University of North Carolina to advance
to the championship game against previously unbeaten University of Maryland.
The game again came down to the

final seconds. Goalkeeper Alex Rode
(Educ ’21) saved a potential gametying shot, preserving a 17-16 victory
over Maryland.
Connor Shellenberger (Col ’23),
who had four goals and two assists in the
championship game, was voted tournament Most Outstanding Player.
Much of the team will be back next
year. But for grad students Aitken and
Jared Conners (Col ’20, Com ’21),
who also chose to return, this was their
final ride. Says Conners, “It’s definitely
the reason you come back.”
Athletics Director Williams savored
the championships as well, knowing how
bleak the situation had looked at the start
of the pandemic and marveling at all that
UVA’s players and coaches had overcome.
“The athletic success is easily identifiable because everybody sees that,” she
says. “But to know how difficult it was
and to see that our staff figured it out,
those were monumental successes that
most people didn’t even see.”
Ed Miller is associate editor of
Virginia Magazine.
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THE LEGEND
O F U VA’S
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O LY P IC
ED L
NICE-GUY JAMES RECTOR
AND THE 100 METERS DASHED
B Y
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I

n July 1908, at the
peak of his training, James Alcorn
Rector (Law 1909)
stood a hair under
6 feet tall, weighed
176 pounds and possessed a physique “of
the clean-cut, rather
slim-looking rangy type that
always makes the best athletes,” proclaimed UVA’s
Alumni Bulletin.
A scion of two Southern political families, Rector, 24, prepped in the East and
was by all appearances a blue-blooded man

about The Grounds, being groomed for law
and leadership. He was also one of UVA’s
first sports idols—if not the original one—
and the odds-on favorite to win the 100meter dash at the 1908 London Olympics.
“[U.S. Olympic coach] Murphy picks him
to win and if nothing goes wrong he will
win,” said the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
“I have never felt more confident of
success in my life,” Rector said in a letter
to his father, written from training camp in
Brighton, England, and quoted in the Daily
Arkansas Gazette. “I am going out not only
for a victory, but for a new world’s record
as well.”
Rector got neither. In what was considered a major upset, he lost by three feet in
the final to an unheralded South African, a
19-year-old file clerk named Reggie Walker.
Rector took the silver. →

HULTON ARCHIVE /GETTY IMAGES

UVA Law student James
Rector (above) finishes
second to South Africa’s
Reggie Walker (right) in
the 100-meter finals at the
1908 London Olympics.
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How could the “Virginia Flyer,” as
he was dubbed by a cheerleading state
press, fail to bring home the gold? Rector
was the top American, and Americans
had won the 100 meters in the three
previous Olympics. Walker was the first
African to win gold in any event.
The Legend of Rector, now mostly
forgotten but reappearing periodically
over the decades, is told as a narrative
of selfless sportsmanship. Apparently,
UVA’s first Olympic medalist was done
in by an act of athletic noblesse oblige.
It’s a tale that fits what we know
about the man, and it might even be true.

A

s the story goes, shortly
after arriving in London,
Rector was approached by
Walker’s coach, who asked
him if he would show his young sprinter
the trademark “crouch” start used
by Americans.
Rector said he did, to his own detriment. Walker beat him off the line in the
final. Rector caught him, but expended
too much energy in the process, and
didn’t have enough left to hold him off
down the stretch.
The victory by a colonial subject “thoroughly revived the spirits of
the Britishers present,” reported the
Sporting Mail. Walker was hoisted onto
the shoulders of cheering supporters
and carried off the track.
Rector returned to the starting line,
put on his robe, changed out of his
running shoes and walked back to his
dressing room at London’s White City
Stadium.
At the time he said nothing about
having coached Walker.
“I was beaten as fairly as ever a man
were, and I shall never race again,” he
said after returning to Virginia.

R

ector was born into high
expectations, coming into
the world in 1884 on a cotton plantation owned by his
maternal grandfather, James L. Alcorn,
who served as governor of Mississippi
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from 1870 to 1871 and as a U.S. senator
from 1871 to 1877.
Rector’s paternal grandfather, Henry
Massie Rector, was governor of Arkansas
from 1860 to 1862. Rector’s father, Elias
William Rector (Law 1872), served
as speaker of the Arkansas House of
Representatives from 1891 to 1893 and
twice ran for governor.
Raised in Arkansas, Rector was
known as “Indian,” a family nickname,
in his home state. He prepped at the
prestigious Lawrenceville School in New
Jersey, where he starred in baseball,
football and track and was valedictorian
of the class of 1906. He enrolled in law
school at UVA that fall and played the
same three sports before coach Henry
“Pop” Lannigan persuaded him to concentrate on track.
Rector thrived under Lannigan’s
coaching. As his victories mounted and
his times dropped, his reputation grew.
But so, in certain circles, did skepticism
that he was the real deal.
Coverage of Rector in Virginia
and Arkansas newspapers invariably

played up his Southern heritage and the
regional belief—possibly exaggerated
by Southern scribes always on alert for
Yankee slights—that the snobbish Ivy
League set considered coaches and athletes from below the Mason-Dixon to be
backward and inferior.
Virginia officials didn’t help their
credibility with Northern critics by
claiming a world-record time f or
Rector of 9.4 seconds in the 100-yard
dash. Supposedly, Rector set the mark
at the Southern Intercollegiates in
Charlottesville in May 1908. The meet
was not sanctioned by the Amateur
Athletic Union, and witnesses reported
that a “slight, quartering wind” aided
Rector. The AAU did not recognize the
record, and it most likely was inaccurate, considering that no one would run
100 yards that fast, officially, for another
21 years.
Rector ’s chance to prove himself to the skeptics would come at the
Olympic trials in Philadelphia. When
he announced that he would not run
because his father was ill, the TimesDispatch sporting editor, E.J. Griffith,
wrote a panicked column.
The 100-meter dash was the “most
spectacular and most coveted” of all
track events, Griffith wrote. Virginia’s
world-record holder must run!
“It is the devout hope of every
Southerner with a drop of sporting
blood in his veins—and what one has not
got plenty?—that the news of his son’s
record will act as a tonic upon Mr. Rector
Sr. and will induce him to feel willing to
let the sprinter cross the Atlantic.
“To let his son lead a f ield of the
world’s best athletes—this much Mr.
Rector owes to the South.”
Fortunately for all concerned, Rector
Sr. rallied. UVA students gave Rector
“quite an ovation” as he boarded a train
to Philadelphia, the Times-Dispatch
reported.
Rector wasted no time making his
presence known at the trials. In his
first heat, he tied the meet record of
10.8 seconds in the 100 meters, the
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“I WAS
BEATEN AS
FAIRLY AS
EVER A MAN
WERE, AND
I SHALL
NEVER RACE
AGAIN.”

CORKS & CU RLS

– James Rector

Olympic distance. Put back three feet
after a false start in the final, he lost by
just six inches.
The committee picking the team had
seen enough. Rector was scheduled to
run the 200 meters, but Lannigan was
urged to pull him from that race “and
not to take a chance, as they were unanimous that Rector was their first choice
for the Olympic team in the 100-meter
event,” the Alumni Bulletin reported.
Now officially headed to London,
Rector announced that af ter the
Olympics he would retire from the “cinder path,” as tracks were called, being
surf aced with partly burned wood
and coal.
Rector wanted to devote his f ull
attention to law school and felt he could
no longer pour his best into both his
studies and athletics. There was more
to it than that, though.
“It is not an easy game,” Rector told
the Daily Arkansas Gazette, which called
him “a type of the nervous athlete.”
“He is high strung. He trains under a
tension and puts his whole life and being
into whatever he enters.”
Rector was “wearied of the struggle
he must maintain,” the article said.
“On Northern f ields I have been
under the most stringent scrutiny,” he

told the newspaper. “They focused their
glasses on me after I started out to reach
the top as a sprinter, looking for defects
that were expected to be located in a
Southerner heralded in their presence
as a mark holder. Each successive public exhibition had to be greater than the
others or the former work would have
been forgotten. To keep striving under
difficulties is not an easy task, and when
I won the final trials that qualified me
to meet the world’s best, I decided that
after this opportunity, win or lose, I was
done with running.”

T

he 1908 London Games in
which Rector competed were
the fourth Olympiad and, in
terms of organization and participation, widely considered the first
“modern” games.
They were also the first in which fervent jingoism reared its head, according
to BBC reports. The rivalry was particularly intense between the British and
the Americans, the former self-conscious about empire decline and the
latter eager to assert itself on the world
stage. Athletics was a proxy for those
geopolitical shifts. But, according to
one scholar, ill will also stemmed from

“Irish-American nationalism, biased
British officiating, competing sporting ideologies, as well as sensationalist
reporting on both sides of the Atlantic.”
Anglo-American relations got off to
a bad start when the American flag was
missing from the display of national
banners at the stadium. Then the athlete leading the U.S. parade in the opening ceremonies refused to dip Old Glory
when passing in front of King Edward.
Rector’s views on the controversy
were not recorded, but apparently he did
not think much of John Bull’s sprinters.
“I f ind the Englishmen slow,” he
wrote in a letter home that was quoted
in the Times-Dispatch.
He certainly would not have expected
to have anything to fear from Walker,
a colonial. Though he had won the
national title in the 100 meters, Walker
was left off the South African traveling
team because cash was short and he was
considered too inexperienced. A sportswriter in Walker’s home region of Natal
began a campaign to raise money to send
him to London.
Unlike the strapping Rector, Walker
wasn’t much to behold, standing just
5-foot-7 and weighing 130 pounds. But
if the reports from South Africa were

Rector (far right) was captain of the track team.
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Wisdom was 58 years
old in 1908. If Rector’s account is true,
it would have taken considerable nerve
for Wisdom to sidle up to the American
favorite and make his unusual request.
“He told me the youngster under
his charge knew little about the game
but had the native ability to become a
great runner,” Rector said in 1912. “He
complained that his starting was bad
and asked me to lend a helping hand.
I agreed.
“The next day I was introduced
to Reggie Walker. He had a wretched
crouch for the start. He began with a
long step and ruined his stride. I showed
him my start, the short first step and low
crouch, and he took great pains to study
my style.”
In those days, runners dug holes for
their feet at the starting line and pushed
off for leverage. Starting blocks wouldn’t
emerge for another 20 years.
Rector left for two weeks of training
with the U.S. team in Brighton. He didn’t
see Walker again until the day they
raced. They had each run 10.8 seconds in
preliminaries, tying the Olympic record.
“I soon noticed that Walker had
mastered my start,” Rector said. “When
the race was on he got away from the
48 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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mark with me. It was
the first time I hadn’t
shaded my competition at the start. We
ran neck and neck and he beat me by
half a stride.”

T

hat was that. Rector returned
to Virginia and resigned from
the track team. The only way
he would run again, it was
reported, is if Walker came to the U.S.
Griffith of the Times-Dispatch took
up for Rector, saying one race did not
make Walker the better man. It was
reported that President Roosevelt asked
Rector to race Walker again. It was also
reported that Rector had retired because
of a heart condition.
Rector said there was nothing to
those reports.
“My health was never better,” he said
in January 1909. “My heart is as strong
as any man’s.”
Indeed, the same article stated that,
if needed, Rector could get ready for
any race in three days, without giving
up cigarettes.
He never had to. Walker never came
to the U.S., instead embarking on a victory tour in England. He turned professional, making him ineligible to compete
in another Olympic Games, and wrote a
textbook on sprinting in 1910. He served

three years in World War I, later worked
as a coach, and died in 1951.
It’s unclear if Walker’s book mentioned being coached by Rector. One
contemporary press account said it was
coach Wisdom who “made a runner out
of Reggie Walker.”
Did he really get help from Rector?
The high-strung sprinter, who was frequently asked if he might make a comeback, waited four years to tell his tale,
unburdening himself on the eve of the
next Olympics. The sporting press took
him at his word.
It’s unclear if anyone ever asked
Walker about it. Knights of the keyboard loved nothing more than a tidy
tale, particularly if it furthered a heroic
narrative. Quote-polishing, or even fabricating, was an accepted practice. (Or
possibly Rector’s mother really said:
“Go to it, son! The Alcorn and Rector
blood means invincibility. You have
metal in your heels. Three cheers for
my boy. Troy must be taken. You are
my Ulysses.”)
That Trenton Times story, headlined
“How Jimmy Rector lost to Walker,” said
Rector had an “interesting” story to tell.
The Lawrentian, the alumni journal of
the Lawrenceville School, also ran an
account of Rector’s story in 1914, relying heavily on the 1912 account. In the
1912 story, Rector calls Walker a “great
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accurate, he’d run 11 flat in the 100, just
a fifth of a second slower than Rector.
Shaving a fraction of a second off his
start could make all the difference. In
the story Rector apparently first told
to a reporter from the Trenton Evening
Times in February 1912, a man claiming
to be Walker’s coach approached him
shortly after they arrived in London.
Rector did not identify the man. Legend
long held that Walker was coached by
Sam Mussabini, the f amous British
coach portrayed in the film Chariots
of Fire. But Deborah Marie Pitchford
Coetzer, a scholar who wrote a thesis on
Walker, said researchers have proved
that Walker was coached
Reggie Walker (right) got
by another man, a veteran
the jump on James Rector
British trainer named
(second from right) at the
Sam Wisdom.
start of the 100-meter final.
A f ormer plumber,
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runner” but says he’s satisfied he could
have beaten him if he had not shown
him his crouch start.
In the 1914 story, Rector sounds
less confident. It quotes a letter from
Rector to the author, assessing his
chances if he had f aced the South
African again: “A serious doubt lurks
in my mind as to whether or not I
could have ever won from Walker,”
Rector wrote.
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oronet magazine revisited the tale 33 years later.
Rector, by then retired
from his law practice and
living in Hot Springs, Arkansas, was
described as being “gray and sixtyish,
yet walks with a springy stride.” The
tale, the writer said, was one Rector
rarely told, and he wasn’t quoted contemporaneously in the piece.
“Rector was second,” the article
said. “Yet his championship of the
heart lives on in the tradition of fair
play that has made American athletes
respected throughout the world.”
Rector died in 1950 at 65. An obituary in the Arkansas Democrat merely
mentioned that he was a retired lawyer, a grandson of pioneer governors
of Arkansas and Mississippi, and a
star sprinter who had “represented
the United States in one Olympic
competition.”
“Generally accepted,” the Arkansas
Gazette’s 1984 term, might be the best
last word on Rector’s story. The official
report of the 1908 Olympics, some 864
pages thick, settles nothing. But the
book’s recaps of the 100-meter races
are intriguing evidence, if one knows
the supposed story behind the story.
“A beautif ul start,” is how the
account of Walker’s second-round victory begins.
Of Walker’s win over Rector in
the final, the report concludes: “He
was perfectly trained for the day of
the race.”
Ed Miller is Associate Editor of
Virginia Magazine.

Swimmers Alex Walsh
(Col ’24) and Kate
Douglass (Col ’23) won
silver and bronze in the
women’s 200-meter
Individual Medley.

’Hoos in Tokyo

Here’s a look at our most recent
Olympians: current and former UVA
athletes and coaches who competed in
the delayed 2020 Olympic Games.

BASKETBALL
U.S.A.:
Dawn Staley (Col ’92) (coach)
Gold medal, team
Slovenia:
Mike Tobey (Col ’16)
Fourth place, team
Argentina:
Francisco Caffaro (Col ’22)
Seventh place, team
Nigeria:
Aisha Mohammed (Col ’09)
11th place, team

ROWING
U.S.A.:
Meghan O’Leary (Col ’07)
10th in women’s quadruple sculls
Kristine O’Brien (Col ’13)
Fourth in women’s eight
Canada:
Susanne Grainger (Col ’13)
Gold medal in women’s eight
Christine Roper (Col ’11)
Gold medal in women’s eight
Morgan Rosts (Educ ’18)
(alternate; did not compete)
Netherlands:
Inge Janssen (Col ’11)
Sixth in women’s quadruple sculls

SOCCER
U.S.A.:
Becky Sauerbrunn (Col ’08)
Bronze medal, team
Emily Sonnett (Col ’15)
Bronze medal, team
New Zealand:
Joe Bell (Col ’21)
Sixth place, team
SWIMMING
U.S.A.:
Kate Douglass (Col ’23)
Bronze medal, 200-meter Individual
Medley
Paige Madden (Educ ’21)
Silver medal, 4x200 Freestyle Relay; seventh, 400 Freestyle
Alex Walsh (Col ’24)
Silver medal, 200 Individual Medley
Emma Weyant (Col ’24)
Silver medal, 400 Individual Medley
Todd DeSorbo (assistant coach)

TRAC K AND FIELD
U.S.A.:
Michaela Meyer (Nurs ’22)
(alternate; did not compete)
Croatia:
Filip Mihaljević (Col ’17)
15th place

New Zealand:
Hannah Osborne (Col ’17)
Silver medal in women’s double sculls
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The
Newest
’Hoos
Who They Are
and How They
Got Here
BY SA RA H L I ND ENF EL D HA L L

VI CTOR I A BORGES I L LUSTRATI ON
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No SATs, No Tours,

No Problem
Admission officials and students both
made their decisions with less to go on

In high school, Catherine McLaughlin played
three sports, held multiple leadership roles and
bested a rigorous course load. But as she considered her college options last fall, one thing
was holding her back from applying to selective
schools like UVA: her SAT score.
As it turned out, McLaughlin didn’t need to
fret. Because the pandemic shuttered standardized testing centers and canceled administration
dates, many colleges and universities, including
UVA, went test-optional, no longer requiring an
SAT or ACT score as part of the application.
Says McLaughlin, “That opened more doors.” →
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For UVA, it opened the floodgates. A record 47,800-plus applications flowed into the undergraduate
admissions office, up nearly 17 percent from the previous year. About
43 percent of applicants didn’t
include a standardized test score
because they weren’t able to take
the exam or, like McLaughlin, didn’t
feel confident about their scores.
That was just one example of
how this admissions cycle was like
no other—f or both seekers and
grantors of admission. Both sides of
the table had less to rely on. COVID
curbed high school sports and
extracurriculars, important selling points for students. It also shut
down site visits, depriving UVA of
one of its best closing arguments.
McLaughlin didn’t need convincing. She joins the Class of
2025 as an Echols Scholar, planning to take a pre-med track and
play club lacrosse. “I’m not going
to lie; I was kind of shocked when
I got in,” she says. “I wasn’t expecting it just because I knew the way
the numbers were with COVID, so
many people were applying, and
everything was thrown of f this
year. When I got in, it skyrocketed
on my list.”

THE ESSAY’S ROLE

Even without the tours or test
scores and nearly 7,000 more
applications to consider than
usual, not much changed f or
UVA’s admissions officers as they
evaluated applications, they say.
They still considered the rigor of
a student’s high school classes. If
no test score was included, it was
simply a metric they didn’t have.
No other part of the application
was weighted more heavily without it, says Dean of Admission
Greg Roberts (Darden ’17).
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And, as always, the essays provided
a glimpse into a student’s life that
transcripts and recommendations
couldn’t paint.
“They don’t have to be highly
polished,” Roberts says. “They don’t
have to be about a specific topic.
Frankly, some of the best ones are
about basic lif e experiences or
events or moments in time that
really tell us more about a student’s
character, drive and motivation.”
T h a t ’s e x a c t l y t h e r o u t e
McLaughlin took. On a beach vacation in the summer of 2020, she
tossed around essay options with
her family. The idea that stuck was
about the black IKEA table in her
living room. That table, she would
write, was the “eye of the hurricane” in her hectic high school life.
She did her homework there, but it
also kept her where she likes to be:
privy to every family conversation.
“It’s just so me,” McLaughlin says.

PRELIMINARY PICTURE

Enrollment numbers won’t be final
until students arrive on Grounds in
August, but preliminary numbers
provide a glimpse of the incoming
first-year class (see related charts,
next page). As of mid-July, the
3,939 applicants who had accepted
offers are a diverse mix of smart
students. Nearly 50 percent represent a race other than white.
More than 57 percent are women.
The mean SAT score was 1445 out
of 1600.
The number of low-income
and first-generation students had
dropped from the previous year,
however. Those numbers reflect
national trends during the pandemic. “We expect that as we get
back into physical interactions
with students, welcoming people to Grounds, we’ll see these

results pick up,” Vice Provost for
Enrollment Stephen Farmer told
the Board of Visitors in June.
Farmer also told the BOV of an
“unprecedented jump” in the number of out-of-state students who
accepted admission this year. As of
mid-July, 38.5 percent of the class
comprised out-of-state students,
up from 31.9 percent in 2020.

PREPARING FOR
NEXT YEAR

As members of the Class of 2025
prepare f or their college years,
the admissions department also
is looking ahead. It’s considering the role of standardized tests,
which will remain optional for students during the next two application cycles. UVA will study how
well students who didn’t submit
test scores do academically to
determine if admissions officers
were able to evaluate their aptitude correctly and whether scores
should be required in the future,
Roberts says.
And officials are looking for new
ways to handle higher application
numbers this coming year, so they
have more time to build connections with potential students, he
says. Two signs bode well for UVA
admissions staff and prospective
applicants: Staff have returned to
Peabody Hall, and in-person tours
on Grounds resumed in mid-June.
Students and families are filling
them up.
“It’s a really exciting time
despite everything,” Roberts says.
“We’ve had a great experience with
these tours. And it’s great for me
personally to see people in Peabody
Hall, smiling without masks and
talking to each other again.”
Sarah Lindenfeld Hall is a writer
based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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By the

Numbers

Class of 2025: More Students,
More Diverse, More Out-of-State

38.5%
Out of
State

Total Incoming Students

61.5%
In State

1445
average SAT score

57.2% Female

42.8% Male

6.4%
Black or
AfricanAmerican

18.4%
Asian

6.3%
Hispanic

(out of 1,964 applications)*

257

from low-income
households

473

first-generation
college students

5.9%
Multi-Race

51.9%
White

5.6%
Race and
Ethnicity
Unknown
5.3%
Non-U.S.
Resident

.1%
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

UVA was test-optional for students applying for admission in Fall 2021.
NOTE: Enrollment numbers are preliminary as of July 14, 2021. Official University enrollment numbers will be available at census later
in the fall. Students’ racial and ethnic information is reported by UVA in accordance to guidelines set by the U.S. Dept. of Education’s
National Center for Education Statistics. Any U.S. student who reported more than one race was counted in the multi-race category.
SOURCE: University of Virginia Institutional Research and Analysis

*

.03%
Native
Hawaiian or
Other Pacific
Islander
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Sample
Essays
that seemed
to succeed
Composing a Good Beginning,
Middle and Endgame

PAINT ON A PAGE
I can’t tell you the difference between cross
country and track and field, but I can tell you
that the relay baton I used in 7th grade played a
D natural when I hit it against my hand. I would
recognize the note by the spot of yellow that
would appear in my mind’s eye as the baton
made contact with my palm: pale yellow, like
the fading coat of paint on an old school bus. By
middle school, I knew that my colorful sensory
condition saturated every aspect of my life.
I have synesthesia, an intertwining of the
senses. One sense triggers another. When I hear
sounds, I see colors. When I see certain colors,
I taste or smell different flavors and scents.
Letters and numbers have their own hues.
Peaches taste like ocean turquoise. My favorite
song is the color of a blue raspberry Jolly
Rancher illuminated by the sun.
Because I experience the world
simultaneously through multiple lenses, I
am fascinated by interconnectedness, both
tangible and intangible. This influences how
I view the world, making me more aware of
the complexities of other people and their
perspectives. I do not see myself, ideas, or life in
black and white.
Given my color-infused world, it is ironic
then that black words on white paper inspire my
passions for creative writing and literature. Not
that I see them that way. Creative writing allows
me to spill paint across a white page. Reading and
analyzing literature awakens my senses, and my
synesthetic brain is fine-tuned to the musicality
of writing. —Jessica Ganley (Col ’25)
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Essay prompt:
Describe an
engineering
feat that serves
the common
good and why
it inspires
you to study
engineering.

ENGINEERING IN MOTION
No piece of engineering is quite as versatile
as the bicycle. For many, the bicycle acts as
a low-cost alternative to cars, buses, and
other motor vehicles. Others are drawn to
bicycles as an emissions-free method of
transportation, and still more use bikes for
exercise and pleasure. The bicycle inspires
me to study engineering because it combines
all the elements of my mindset going into
the field of engineering, namely: health,
sustainability, and a humanitarian focus.
One of the beauties of the bicycle’s
design is its simplicity: a pair of wheels, a
set of pedals, and a chain. This simplicity
enables bicycles to be manufactured
cheaply, making them the transportation
method of choice for many disadvantaged
areas of the world. In the same way, I hope
to engineer solutions for the benefit of
disadvantaged communities everywhere.
The bicycle is also the perfect example of
sustainability. In a world increasingly aware
of its own carbon footprint, emissions-free
solutions to transportation, like the bicycle,
will only gain greater popularity. Similarly,
my thinking in the engineering field will be
molded by ideas of eco-friendliness.
Finally, the bike is also an excellent piece
of technology for those looking to exercise.
As an avid biker myself, I am especially
passionate about this dimension of its
design. In a country facing greater health
challenges each year, it is important to have
engineers thinking of solutions with a public
health mindset, and the bike exemplifies
this mindset perfectly.
—Sean Mahoney (Engr ’25)
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A GENTLE OLD SOUL
When you imagine a grandmother, there are
several trademarked characteristics that must
be included in the mental image. For example:
hearing loss, hip problems, a bountiful stash
of candies to be given out at random, cat-eyed
reading glasses, and if you’re feeling spicy,
maybe a cardigan or two. Of course this fictional
old woman knits or engages in some other fiber
art. If you adjust this mental image, to make
the grandmother 6 feet tall, slightly more agile,
and give her great skin—oh look! It’s me. I’m
convinced that an autopsy will reveal that, in
place of a heart, I have a ball of yarn and a few
butterscotch candies.
When I was in seventh grade, I joined the
fiber arts club hoping to find some peers who
also appreciate the value of working for weeks
on a scarf that’s too itchy to use. First, I learned
to crochet. My grandmothers introduced me
to knitting as well. My school desk is actually a
sewing table, with the sewing machine hidden
behind a false drawer, under a removable panel.
It’s very James Bond—if James Bond were an
elderly woman and the fate of the free world
rested upon a haphazardly made poncho.
People have told me I have an “old soul” all
my life, and it isn’t a quality without flaws. I’m a
bit of a pushover. When I was little, and coerced
into playing soccer, my official position on the
team was flower picker. I was hopelessly passive,
even for a volunteer-coached team of fruit-snack
fueled four-year-olds.
That being said, I’ve found being sensitive
is usually helpful, if not for me, then for others.
Social justice depends on the sensitivity of the
masses. It requires us to care enough about
other people to act in their best interests. This
becomes clear in an increasingly chaotic world.
I’m grateful that empathy comes easy to me. It
drives a passion for helping others.
—Meghan Powers (Col ’25)

Essay prompt:
What’s your
favorite word
and why?

A WORD TO ASPIRE TO
I was working a quiet evening shift
at Denny’s when I first heard the
word assiduous.
I was sulking a bit that day. I had
kept missing easy shots at field
hockey practice that afternoon and
the NHS rejection letter I opened
before work only made things worse.
As childish as it sounds, it felt like
nothing I did mattered.
I was busy brooding when someone
came in. I sat him in a booth by the
window myself. He had a kind smile so
I chatted with him as I took his order.
It was surprisingly pleasant. He
told terrible jokes that I could not help
but laugh at. When he heard I was a
student he asked what I planned to
study. I began speaking excitedly.
I spoke of engineering and women
who inspired me. I rambled about
Farida Bedwei, Edith Clarke, and Mary
Jackson. I talked about the things I
wanted to do, the person I wanted
to be. It was not until I handed him
his check that I realized how long I
was talking. Before walking out the
door, he said with a final smile, “You
are a rather assiduous young lady.”
I laughed and thanked him. Then I
looked up what it meant: To be diligent
and persevering.
I frowned a bit. I did not think I
was a very assiduous person, but I
couldn’t help but want to be. To be the
kind of person who worked hard and
persisted through failure.
Since that day to be assiduous has
become almost a goal of mine and has
become my favorite word.
—Dedra Dadzie (Engr ’25)
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THE HOUSE IN THE MIDDLE
It’s an odd sight: a secluded neighborhood
with only two houses, one brown and one
white, on opposite sides of the street. It
seems as if they are in their own galaxies,
repelled by one another. I’m drawn to the
espresso-colored house.
The deep almond-colored walls—a
reflection of my brown skin—radiate an
inimitable sense of warmth and comfort.
The scent of fresh-cooked naan and kebabs
fosters an overwhelming sense of hunger.
As Lakdi Ki Kathi plays in the background, I
sing along without missing even a syllable
of my favorite song. My mom calls out my
name “Zain!” in a way that it rhymes with
“tan.” Dressed in shalwar kameez, I feel
proud. I feel understood. I feel like I’m more
than enough. Yet an ineffable part of me
feels missing.
I exit with a strong desire to explore
and expand at the white house. As I amble
toward it, the feeling of warmth slowly
evaporates from my body.
The bright, bleached walls blind me;
the adjustment from a warm coffee, to
a foreign, beaming white immediately
unsettles me. The scent of freshly
sharpened pencils and pungent Expo
markers permeates the air, with an
undertone of pizza and fries. My ears
immediately observe the obscure tune
in the background; the only decipherable
content seems to be “trucks” and “blue
jeans.” Someone in the house exclaims
“Zain!” so that it rhymes with “plain.”
I realize I’m dressed in a collared polo
shirt, khaki pants, and black dress shoes;
my confidence is stripped away. I feel
misunderstood. I feel like I am not enough.
And this time, it is much more apparent
that something is missing.
As I return to the street, both houses
continue to tug at me. I am lost in the
middle of two worlds: my innate Pakistani
home culture and my primarily white
educational environment. I notice a new
construction site in the lot between the
white and brown houses. A feeling of
liberation and certainty fills me. This one, I
realize, is my house, and I am building it.
—Zain Ahmed (Col ’25)
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GROUNDED IN THE CHAOS
Well-grounded, shiny, and square—a
black IKEA table is my command
center. The three and a half feet square
stands three feet high, and has become
central to my identity. Located in the
living room, in the midst of my family’s
madness, it is situated next to the
couches where my energetic mom claps
to the Friends theme song every night.
When I’m sitting there, I have a clear
view into the kitchen where my bustling
parents hastily prepare dinner—Mexican
is a McLaughlin staple. The chaotic
background noise helps me think clearly,
and because of my prime location, I am
privy to every conversation that takes
place on the first and second floors of
my house. “Hey, that’s not right,” I yell,
when my parents are talking about
me. I passionately interject and
insert commentary.
From homework to remote learning
lessons, I complete each assignment and
prepare for the next school day from the
confines of this black square. My table is
my safe haven, and with each daunting
task I undertake, it maintains its steady
composure and remains as it was when
I left it—steadfast despite the chaos
interjected by my fun-loving family.
The table supports my determination,
relentless drive, and passion for learning.
It is a symbol of my diligence and
relentless perseverance. Like me, it is
grounded, the table to the hardwood
floors, as I am by the morals and
examples set by my parents and sisters:
respect, honesty, and selflessness.
Sturdy and strong, I too can take a
beating, and I am a force to be reckoned
with, fierce, strong-willed, and
hardworking by nature.
—Catherine Ann McLaughlin (Col ’25)
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A ROMANCE
WITH ROMANCE
Helpless, I stand beneath the swirling
black clouds. The mast groans as the
north wind howls mercilessly, striking the
sail head on. Gaping surges of seawater
snatch the surrounding fleet and hurl
them onto sandbanks and spikes of
rock. Saltwater lashes my skin; the boat
plummets this way and that; procella
fluctusque ad sidera tollit. And the storm
lifts the waves to the stars, I write with a
smile, pleased with how effortlessly the
translation comes into my head and in
awe of Virgil’s lyricism. Even as I close
my notebook, a faint whistling still fills
my bedroom.
OK, I’ve never personally been
stranded in the Mediterranean Sea amid a
storm invoked by “the unforgetting anger
of savage Juno” (ominous, right?)—I’ve
just lived vicariously through Aeneas.
I’ve also been ambushed by barbarians
with Caesar and watched the eruption of
Vesuvius with Pliny the Younger, all from
the comfort and safety of my own desk.
Instead of tidal waves and tearing winds,
I’ve navigated ablatives and accusatives.
I’ve methodically matched verbs to
objects and nouns to modifiers with only
a few telltale letters to go on, and, in doing
so, unraveled the most intricate grammar
into a retelling of the fall of Troy.
As a self-proclaimed “STEM person”
ever since I laid eyes on an astronomy
book at age 7, my romance with the
forefather of Romance languages was
unexpected, to say the least. I’ve always
embraced the meticulous and methodical
side of myself. It’s the side captivated
by chemistry and calculus, but now I
also recognize it as the side that idolizes
Virgil as a mathematical genius. I mean,
seriously—there are 9,896 lines in the
Aeneid, and the guy had to analyze
every single letter to satisfy the complex
dactylic hexameter! But Latin has bridged
my quantitative nature to the part of me
I often discount: the one pulled to openended beauty. —Avery Niven (Col ’25)

Essay prompt:
Rita Dove, UVA
English professor
and former U.S.
Poet Laureate,
once said in an
interview that “…
there are times in
life when, instead
of complaining,
you do something
about your
complaints.”
Describe a time
when, instead of
complaining, you
took action for
the greater good.

WAKING UP LOCAL SCHOOLS
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! The alarm awakened
my grumpy side. The 7:30 a.m. high school
start time was destructive. It caused an
endless cycle of lethargy and crankiness.
For the good of 30,000 high school
students, I chose to do something about it.
To challenge the start time, I delved
into the research. In Why We Sleep
by Matthew Walker, he cites several
benefits of later start times, such as
improved academic performance,
focus, and mental health, as well as a
decrease in road accidents and substance
abuse for teens. A neighboring school
district conducted a study on later
start times, which spurred me to do
the same. I conducted interviews and
surveyed hundreds of students in my
school district. I pitched my ideas and
discussed the feasibility with associate
superintendents and administration.
On Jan. 22, 2020, I presented my
case before the School Board. The
board members were intrigued by my
proposal. A month later, they directed
the superintendent to “study possible
changes to student start times.”
Validation! Progress was being made.
Then the pandemic hit. The county’s
focus shifted to distance learning. For the
2020-2021 virtual school year, the county
decided to change the high school start
time to 8:30 a.m. As a result, I’m getting
more quality sleep and feeling energized
for a day of learning. More importantly,
my peers are benefiting from the later
start times both physically and mentally.
Although I do not know if my voice
influenced the county’s decision, I’m
proud of myself for taking action rather
than sleeping in.
—Benjamin Kim (Col ’25)
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President’s Letter

BRIDGING DISTANCES
ON GROUNDS

S

ince I arrived as president, I have
spoken often about the promise of building bridges: bridges
between people, communities,
disciplines, and ideas, even when—perhaps especially when—the distance seems
great. The University of Virginia is now on
the cusp of building our most significant
bridge in decades.
At the intersection of Emmet Street
and Ivy Road is a four-block-long, 14.5acre parcel, owned by UVA. To put this in
context, this corridor of land is larger than
the Lawn. The Emmet-Ivy corridor will
bridge Central and North Grounds and
the Athletics Precinct, and, in doing so, will
become our new geographical center, redefine the University’s footprint, and enhance
the academic experience for generations to
come. It will be a place that not only offers
inviting new space in which to study and
gather but will also bring together members of our community with residents of
Charlottesville and scholars and speakers
from around the world. Its landscape and
buildings will reflect this spirit with welcoming public spaces that will foster the
kinds of informal and chance interactions
that spark learning and connections.
In 2018, a task force reviewed previous
studies of the site, solicited feedback from
across the UVA community, and incorporated hundreds of ideas into their recommendations for how to make the best use
of this land. The final report noted that one
of the fundamental purposes of a great university is to bring together diverse groups
of people to learn, live, debate and discover. Toward those ends, the task force
recommended that the Emmet-Ivy corridor be developed around three main
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themes aligned with UVA’s aspirations
and strengths: Creativity, Discovery, and
Democracy. Our hope is to foster collaboration and connections across these
themes—or, in other words, to build
bridges across them.
We will break ground this fall for the
f irst academic building, the School of
Data Science. Designs for the School of
Data Science, key to the Discovery theme,
were approved by the Board of Visitors
last December. Facing Emmet Street and
proximate to an amphitheater and pond,
the School will be the center of a hub for
solving society’s most pressing problems
through research and scholarship.
In May, we announced a $100 million
investment in the study, teaching and promotion of democracy, made possible by a
$50 million gift from Martha and Bruce
Karsh, to establish the Karsh Institute of
Democracy and to represent our investment
in Democracy at Emmet-Ivy. This nonpartisan Institute will build on our existing
expertise and our rich history as a public
institution founded to prepare citizen-leaders. Situated at the upper end of Emmet-Ivy,
the Institute will reflect UVA’s enduring
commitment to strengthening democracy.
The east end of the parcel, along Emmet
Street, will be devoted to the theme of
Creativity and will invite the larger community into the University through performances, displays, and opportunities for
participation in the arts. We anticipate that
this area will be anchored by a new performing arts center, for which we are currently seeking support. This will be a place
that celebrates the arts as fundamental to
the human condition, a university education, and a democratic society.

To ensure that Emmet-Ivy becomes
a welcoming destination for visitors, we
will soon break ground on a state-of-theart hotel and conference center along the
Ivy Road entrance corridor. The 214-room
hotel will offer 26,000 square feet of conference center space and will feature the
largest meeting space in Charlottesville.
In addition to a restaurant, café, and a visitors center, the ground floor will become
a spacious “living room,” intended to be a
place for people to gather, meet or study.
Initial construction will include a beautiful amphitheater overlooking a pond that
will be an ideal setting for performances,
meetings and informal gatherings. The
buildings on the corridor will be organized
around an open green space and a stream,
and its outside edges will feature shaded
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and fully accessible transit stops. In Charlottesville, we are
incredibly excited by the opportunities
that await, but we are not the only ones to
recognize the enormous potential in front
of us. For its innovative features, connection to the natural environment, and
reflection of the unique culture of UVA,
the landscape design has won the Society
f or College and University Planning
Excellence in Landscape Architecture for
Open Space Planning award.
While the Rotunda, the Lawn, and the
original Academical Village will always be
the spiritual heart of the University, the
Emmet-Ivy Corridor will be the bridge
that not only connects our Grounds and
creates a cohesive whole but one that also
connects our storied past with our bold
vision for the future. I will keep you posted
on our progress.

JAMES E. RYAN (LAW ’92)
President of the University of Virginia
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PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR

TODAY’S LEADERS.
UVA Darden Executive Education & Lifelong
Learning is excited to invite you back to UVA
Grounds for career development programs. Our
full portfolio features in-person, online and live
virtual programs led by Darden’s top-ranked
faculty, providing the skills and insights that
leaders need today to innovate and effectively
lead data-savvy teams.

UVA ALUMNI EXCLUSIVE

20% Off All
Executive Education
Programs
Register with promo code UVA20

Explore our featured programs and certificate
tracks to accelerate your career in 2022.

NONCREDIT CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
DATA SCIENCE FOR BUSINESS STRATEGY
LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS STRATEGY
DESIGN THINKING

FEATURED PROGRAMS
THE EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
DIGITAL MARKETING INNOVATION
INTRO TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
View our full listing at
darden.edu/ee-uva-2022.

Connect with a lifelong learning team member at
Darden_ExEd@darden.virginia.edu to find the
right program to reach the next level in your
career.

Provided by the UVA Darden School Foundation
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New Contributing Members

The following alumni recently demonstrated their commitment to the
University of Virginia Alumni Association and its important programs
and activities by becoming contributing members of the Association.
Mary Alden Hale (Nurs ’68)
Kathy M. Flanagan (Educ ’70)
Jerry Hendrick Jr. (Com ’70)
Howard S. Whitehead (Col ’71)
Catherine Horan Sackett (Educ ’73,
Educ ’74)
Margaret M. Dawson (Educ ’74,
Educ ’78)
Patricia S. Lytton (Educ ’74)
Mittie J. Wallace (Col ’78)
r. Timothy R. Walton (Grad ’78,
Grad ’84)
Margaret M. Dawe (Col ’79)
Terry E. Gaskins (Arch ’80)
Maribeth Atkinson Greenway (Col
’80, Educ ’01)
Alfred L. Crossman Jr. (Col ’81)
Linda M. Holmes (Col ’83)
Viola E. DeLuca (Educ ’84)
Simone Mele Katsas (Col ’84,
Law ’87)
Darlene Denise Epps (Col ’85)
Elisabeth M. Buford (Col ’86)
Reuben Q. Pugh Jr. (Darden ’86)
Valerie M. Conley (Col ’87, Grad ’90)
Kathleen McCall Delino (Engr ’87)
Juan P. Meza (Col ’87)
Patrick J. Parr (Engr ’88)
Lynn T. Alfonso (Col ’89)
M. Elizabeth Dickenson (Engr ’89)
Jane-Scott Cantus (Darden ’90)
Sharaf Fawaz Sharaf (Col ’91)
David Scott Simon (Col ’91)
Michael Scott Layman (Col ’92)
Charles Siu (Com ’92, Grad ’95)
William Ho (Engr ’93)
Douglas R. Magee (Engr ’94)
Stelios Makrinos (Engr ’94)
Parker Brent Moore (Col ’94)
Kimberley O’Halloran-Perez (Col ’94)
Teresa M. Kernbach (Col ’95)
Allison Groff Olmsted (Col ’95)
Christine Saiz (Engr ’95)
Derek Bathrick (Col ’96)
James J. Labus (Com ’97)
Ayana Valia May (Col ’97)
Brian D. Cunningham (Engr ’99)
Mary Spencer Craddock Scurry
(Col ’99)
Tuere M. Wiggins (Col ’99)
Brian M. Gable (Engr ’00, Engr ’04)
Hallie Greenwald Hegemier
(Educ ’00)

Carol K. Hook (Res/Fel ’00)
Tapan Sen (Engr ’00)
Courtney M. Eaton-Turner (Law ’01)
Hua Fang (Grad ’02)
Jayant Prakash Talreja (Col ’02, Res/
Fel ’09, Res/Fel ’12)
Lesley-Anne Pittard (Educ ’03,
Educ ’10)
Christopher M. Grado (Col ’05)
Carrie E. Pearson (Col ’05)
Daniel J. Broxon (Com ’07)
Varun Rastogi (Darden ’07)
Chayla C. White (Col ’07)
Joseph Gene Zihal (Law ’07)
Jonathan M. Bryan (Law ’09)
Andrew J. Dompke (Col ’10)
James D. Freedman Aponte
(Darden ’10)
Virginia Wood Schiappa (Com ’10)
Kara S. Akins (Law ’11)
Leidra Hickson McQueen (Col ’11)
Jonathan T. Tan (Col ’11)
Wendy L. Coates (Com ’12)
Shivesh L. Puri (Col ’12, Batten ’13)
Ian C. Doiron (Engr ’13)
Phonepaxlin P. Isecke (Engr ’13)
Shamille A. Lee (Col ’13)
Amy N. Moro (SCE ’13)
Avnish Samraat Goel (Com ’14)
Roman Boyarov Isecke (Engr ’14)
Catherine A. Pezzaro (Col ’14)
Perrin N. Givan (Col ’15)
Briana C. Mao (Col ’15)
Samuel W. Rossiello (Engr ’15)
Samantha L. Crisman (Col ’16)
Sean Michael Kelley (Darden ’16)
Mary K. Laliberte (Col ’16)
Hillary H. Muir (Col ’16, Law ’21)
Paul James Schmitt (Grad ’16,
Res/Fel ’17)
Brooke Ashton Adams (Engr ’17)
Isobel K. Forsyth (Col ’19, Educ ’20)
Victoria H. Waterfield (Nurs ’19,
Nurs ’24)
Margaret H. Downes (Col ’20)
Karen O. Henneberger (Darden ’20)
Holly Leighann Jenkins (SCE ’20)
William B. Livermon (Col ’20)
Owen M. McCall (Col ’20)
Katherine A. Mulder (Col ’20,
Batten ’22)
William J. Polk (Col ’20)
Maren E. Sword (Col ’20)

Frank S. Anello (Com ’21)
Dhruvum S. Bajpai (Col ’21)
Joshua G. Barnard (Engr ’21)
Robert D. Bass (Col ’21)
Sarah J. Benda (Col ’21)
Elle Bezos (Batten ’21)
Megan D. Bruce (Com ’21)
Andrew M. Buckley (Col ’21)
Caroline D. Burda (Com ’21)
Peter C. Butler (Col ’21)
Alicia J. Byrne (Col ’21)
Alex S. Cech (Col ’21)
Katherine B. Cech (Darden ’21)
Mary Margaret N. Chalk (Col ’21)
Victoria A. Cherry (Col ’21)
Nicole A. Chomicki (Engr ’21)
Skye T. Coffey (Col ’21)
Anne P. Coleman (Col ’21)
Danielle C. Cormier (Col ’21)
Lindsay A. Cullen (Col ’21)
Rachel C. Delaney (Educ ’21,
Educ ’21)
Sarah G. Delcoco (Col ’21)
Claire K. DeMane (Educ ’21,
Educ ’26)
Gurveer S. Dulai (Col ’21)
Sophie C. Eckert (Col ’21)
Allyson A. Eggers (Educ ’21)
Morgan Epperson (Col ’21)
Katherine M. Farris (Col ’21)
Monroe S. Farris (Col ’21)
Jessica L. Fidler (Col ’21)
Brock Gardner (Com ’21)
Henry C. Gaston (Col ’21)
Zak L. Gelfond (Col ’21)
Meredith H. Grehan (Engr ’21)
Alex Griffin (Engr ’21)
Madeline B. Halgren (Col ’21)
Emily M. Hamilton (Col ’21)
Lauren R. Harter (Col ’21)
Harrison R. Hodgkins (Col ’21)
Ryan T. Hughes (Engr ’21)
Julia M. Hunter (Col ’21)
Eric C. Jackson (Col ’21)
Kelly H. Johnson (Darden ’21)
Patrick C. Kern (Col ’21)
Mihir Khetarpal (Law ’21)
Andrew T. Koch (Engr ’21)
Simar Kohli (Col ’21)
Theodore J. Koudelka (Com ’21)
Natalia C. Kulczycki (Col ’21)
Sarah J. Lim (Col ’21)
Zachary J. Lisman (Col ’21)

Evan W. Lyerly (Col ’21)
Virginia Lynch (Col ’21)
Kaitlin R. McCarthy (Col ’21)
James W. McGrath (Col ’21)
Jacob M. Miller (Com ’21)
Thomas J. Miller (Com ’21)
Marie C. Mulvihill (Col ’21)
Landry Myers (Engr ’21)
Alex P. Naupari (Com ’21)
Quang D. Nguyen (Com ’21)
Gabrielle Nigmond (SCE ’21)
Lauren A. Overly (Col ’21)
Anna V. Parnell (Col ’21)
Camille G. Petersen (Batten ’21)
Martha E. Peterson (Nurs ’21)
Thomas E. Pollard (Col ’21)
Catherine Anne Price (Educ ’21)
Veronica C. Ramsey (Educ ’21)
Emma Ratcliffe (Col ’21)
Malcolm Reynolds (Col ’21)
April M. Riddick (Col ’21)
Kobe C. Rogers (Col ’21)
Kaila L. Ross (Col ’21)
Matthew B. Rudisill (Col ’21)
Samuel G. Schilling (Col ’21)
Nicholas S. Scoggins (Engr ’21)
Nicole C. Shuford (Col ’21)
David M. Stern (Engr ’21)
Eugene F. Stickley Jr. (Col ’21)
Benjamin H. Stoffel (Col ’21)
Hannelore A. Tahmassebi (Nurs ’21)
Nathan Tedford (Col ’21)
Hans P. Theiler III (Col ’21)
Mariah W. Tighe (Col ’21)
Tuyet-Minh Tran (Col ’21, Med ’25)
Eleanor H. Trotter (Col ’21)
John P. Troxell (Engr ’21)
Christopher M. VanYe (Engr ’21,
Engr ’28)
Sherry N. Virden (Col ’21)
Margaret H. Wadsworth (Col ’21)
Christopher G. Walmsley Jr. (Col ’21)
Nathan Whitaker (Engr ’21)
Jeffrey E. Willoughby Jr. (Col ’21)
Mary E. Young (Col ’21)
Christopher T. Zaino (Engr ’21)
Patrick J. Zoeller (Engr ’21)
Alexandra H. Zuber (Com ’21)
Matthew L. Thompson (Engr ’22)
David N. Ham (Engr ’23)
Ronald B. Saunders

To join the Alumni Association, call 434-243-9000, visit alumni.virginia.edu,
or write to Alumni Hall, P.O. Box 400314, Charlottesville, VA 22904.
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Building

COMMUNITY

YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
MATTERS

The UVA Alumni Association is all about community, and Membership
is a celebration of that community. Contributing Members are some
of our most passionate alumni who have made a one-time financial
commitment to support the Alumni Association. We’d love to count you
among those members. Be part of a community of people who share a
passion for the place you once called home.

Become a
Contributing
Member!
alumni.virginia.edu/membership
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Time
Capsule

What was your
favorite movie while
you were on Grounds?
LEVI SEACER/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

BY JUDY LE

Several alumni—spanning
nearly every year from
the 1970s to the 1990s—
cited the annual showing
of It’s a Wonderful Life
on Grounds, including
Adam Wasserman (Med
’88), who wrote: “I grew
up in a Jewish family in
Philadelphia. This film had
never been on my radar.
My friends convinced me
to see it. Absolutely amazing! My wife is Christian,
and we would try to watch
around Christmas regularly. The message crosses
over to all faiths, and I
still recall fondly the first
time I saw it at UVA.”

“I saw The English
Patient at the theater
at least three times
while I was at UVA.
That movie just took
my breath away.”
—Liz Pease (Col ’97)
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at the Alderman Theatre. I have fond
memories of the discount movies there
and that wild black-and-white floor tile!”

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

—Meghan Hewitt Castner (Col ’04)

“Portrait of a Lady on Fire

at the Virginia Film Fest. Unforgettable.
I was struggling not to cry throughout.”
—Zola Price (Col ’21)

“Monty Python and
the Holy Grail—
shown on a big sheet in the
Lile-Maupin arena the weekend
before classes started, with
some UVA-provided libations.”
—Tom Cook (Comm ’81)

MK2 FI LMS

“I remember hiking downtown with
some fraternity brothers to see it at the
Paramount, and then going back a few
days later, probably the first time I ever
did that. It became the iconic film of our
generation.” —Roger Wiley (Col ’67)

at the movie theater on the
Corner. Loved Prince, and
seeing/hearing it on the big
screen with a lot of people
was so much fun.” —Teresa
Green Cooper (Darden ’86)

“O Brother, Where Art Thou?

“Wait Until Dark at the Paramount Theater. Near the end of

the movie, the blind heroine is being stalked by criminals in her
apartment. She breaks all the light bulbs so the apartment is in
complete darkness. Every light in the theater, even the EXIT signs,
was turned off so that the audience was in total darkness. It was a
terrifyingly wonderful movie, still one of my all-time favorites!”

ISTO CK

G rad ua te
THE

“Purple Rain

—Nancy-Lee Yowell Kozub (Col ’68, Educ ’77)
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“The Princess Bride,
on a VCR in the
suite lounge.”

U NI V E RSAL P I CTU R ES

—Matt Crudello (Comm ’96)

“Get Out.

VIRGINIA FILM F ESTIVAL

Great movie
just as a pure
thriller and also
as a symbolic
representation.”
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—Anthony Corso (Col ’19)

“... which I saw in Wilson Hall as an undergrad. I
was spellbound by that movie.”

“Giant.

—Jeffrey D. Peterson (Col ’81)

“Pink Flamingos as the midnight
show at Wilson Hall. I had already
read the review discussing the good,
bad, and social statements made by
the movie; it lived up to that review.
It rings more true today.”
—LeRoy Southmayd III (Col ’77)

“Jojo Rabbit in Culbreth
Theater as part of the
Virginia Film Festival in
2019. It was an absolutely
phenomenal experience.
The film beautifully
constructed a thoughtful
satire on World War II, all
while keeping the audience
bursting with laughter.”
—Devin Gardner (Engr ’22)

“Reefer
Madness

—Peyton Clark (Col ’72)

—Dan T. Russler (Col ’58)

For our
next issue:
WIKIM EDIA COMM ONS

at the Paramount,
one of the Midnight
Madness movies.
I had an ‘I’m a flick
freak’ button.”

A portion of the
film was filmed
in Keswick at the
train depot in
Charlottesville.”

LI BRARY OF CONGR ESS

“My first-year suite ironically watched
Forrest Gump on LaserDisc. Clemons
had a huge selection of LaserDiscs,
and my suitemate happened to have
a player. The novelty wears off when
you have to swap out the giant discs
in the middle of the movie.”
—Eric Cunningham (Col ’06)

What was your favorite
book when you were on
Grounds? Tell us about it at
uvamag.com/timecapsules,
and we’ll select some to run
in Winter.

“Austin Powers,

of course! Could
anything be
funnier to the
college-age mind?”
—Stephanie De Falco (Col ’00)
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Reunions is sponsored by

SAVE THE DATE

The UVA Alumni Association is excited to celebrate with you at Reunions 2022!

June 2-5, 2022

Classes of 1962, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987
and members of the Thomas Jefferson Society

June 10-12, 2022

Classes of 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, 2012, 2017

Learn more at VirginiaReunions.com
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Class Notes
’50s
David A. Thompson (Engr ’51 CM) writes:
“Just checking in on the 70th anniversary
of my UVA graduation. I received a BME
in mechanical engineering in June 1951.
I was in the Naval ROTC Squadron that
graduated that year and was launched into
the active Navy upon graduation and sent
to sea to fight the Korean War. I found my
UVA engineering training very valuable
in my service as a naval officer, both in
gunnery operations and in command and
control duties. Upon return from wartime
operations, I put my GI Bill credits toward
advanced graduate work, earning a
Ph.D. from Stanford University, and was
awarded an emeritus professorship in the
Management Sciences and Engineering
Department. As I went through my active
military involvement in the Korean War,
graduate work and a 27-year professorship at Stanford, I would find problems
similar to and extensions of my UVA training, and appreciated the timely assistance
of that earlier training. So, thank you again,
Virginia, for a great start in a very complex
world.”

COURT ESY PHOTOS

John Weckerling (Col ’54 CM) lives in
Frankfurt, Germany, after serving 30 years
in the U.S. Army, during which time he
received the Legion of Merit and graduated from the NATO Defense College in
Rome, Italy. He also received the Federal
Cross of Service of Germany from the
president of Germany. Weckerling spent
eight years as manager of the SteubenSchurz Society, which includes 850
members from several German cities.

’60s
Suzanne Miller (Engr ’60) published
her third book: Walking in Love: Why and
How? She retired a few years ago after

Indicates a corresponding photograph or video
online at uvamagazine.org/classnotes.
CM Indicates Contributing Member of the Alumni Association

2021
HONOREES

The UVA Alumni
Association and other
groups recently honored
several alumni, students,
professors and staff.

Victoria
Nguyen

From the Alumni Association
YOUNG ALUMNI COUNCIL’S ALUMNI
SERVICE AWARDS
VICTORIA NGUYEN (COL ’16),
DAN ADLER (ENGR ’88)

This award recognizes alumni who
have gone above and beyond in service to the University. Nguyen is
vice president of the UVA Club of
Washington, D.C., which held more
than 50 virtual events during the
2020-21 academic year. Adler is a
member of the executive team of the
Jefferson Trust and the Jefferson
Scholarship National Committee and
has mentored numerous students.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD
BIDHAN PARMAR (COL ’03, DARDEN ’11)

This award honors Darden professor
Parmar for his commitment to excellence in the classroom and for the
support expressed by his colleagues
and students. Parmar teaches firstyear ethics and second-year electives
on collaboration, and creative and
critical thinking.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
GAIL PRINCE-DAVIS

Prince-Davis has worked at UVA since
1993 and for the Office of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion since 2007. The
award recognizes someone who has
exhibited leadership qualities that
serve as an example to others.

Bidhan
Parmar

Dan
Adler

GRAY-CARRINGTON SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
CABREL HAPPI KAMSEU (EDUC ’22)

The Gray-Carrington Scholarship
Award honors integrity, achievement, leadership and humility.
Soccer player Happi Kamseu is president of the Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee, a member of the Center
for Citizen Leaders and Sports Ethics
Academy, Student Athlete Mentors
and the All-ACC Academic Honor
Roll.

T. RODNEY CROWLEY JR. MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
SPENCER BOZSIK (COM ’21, DATA ’22)

This scholarship honors leadership,
sportsmanship, character and integrity. Men’s tennis co-captain Bozsik
has made the ACC’s Academic Honor
Roll the past three years, tutors in
Albemarle County Public Schools, has
volunteered with Special Olympics
Virginia and serves on UVA’s StudentAthlete Advisory Committee.

From the Bolivar Network
FIRST-YEAR SCHOLARSHIP
KIARA BARRIENTOS (COL ’25)

The scholarship provides funds for
an exceptional Hispanic/Latinx
high school student from the commonwealth of Virginia to incentivize
them to attend UVA. Leesburg resident Barrientos plans to study political philosophy, policy and law.
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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Class Notes
a career in aerospace and intelligence
as a scientist, program manager and
executive at Lockheed Martin, TRW and
the U.S. Department of Defense. She
also served for 10 years as president
of her own consulting firm. A lifetime
Episcopalian, she attended seminary at
the Claremont School of Theology and
served for five years as the licensed lay
vicar of a Baltimore parish. She also is a
retired Navy commander. She focuses
now on her singing and writing career. She
is a member of several choral groups, performing both locally and internationally,
and recently released two albums of her
solo songs. One song title, “It Ain’t Over…
Til It’s Over,” sums it all up. Her website is
SuzanneRMiller.com.

recognized in April 2021. After graduating
from UVA, Rose continued his education
with graduate work at George Washington
University. He spent more than 33 years at
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
in Washington, D.C., in addition to positions in the steel and electronics industry.
He has pursued various public volunteer
and community service activities over
the years concerning the environment,
animal welfare, education, and more. He
has participated in numerous community
board functions including county planning
and town council positions. He has also
established a Sustainable Environmental
Grant Program through the Community
Foundation of Sarasota, Florida, for the
benefit of future generations.

Robert “Bob” Rose (Com ’60) received
the President’s Lifetime Achievement
Award for his more than 10,000 hours of
volunteer and community service work
through 2020. Approved by the White
House and Florida governor’s office, he was

Tony Medley (Law ’65 CM), a member
of Mensa, was recently admitted to the
International Society for Philosophical
Enquiry, or The Thousand. The society
is the third oldest high-IQ society in the
world and has 600 members worldwide.

Jay B. Marcus (Law ’66) published The
Coherence Effect: Tapping into the Laws
of Nature That Govern Health, Happiness,
and Higher Brain Functioning. The book,
which he wrote with Chris Clark and
Robert Keith Wallace, is about the daily
health routines followed for centuries
by yogis and sages and what these
routines can do for health and clarity of
mind today. He also published an article
adapted from the book and produced a
podcast promoting the importance of
brain wave coherence. This is his fifth
book on this topic.

’70s
Peter Coy (Col ’71 CM), an award-winning
playwright, published a book of plays, A
House in the Country and Other Plays. The
collection includes A House in the Country,
Will’s Bach, The Gift of the Magi, Poe &
All That Jazz and A Shadow of Honor.
Coy’s plays explore chaos and emotional

Buying or Selling A Home in Charlottesville?
Work With A Local Hoo!

Kathy Hall ’77

Sally Niver Neill ’85 Bunny French ’89

Liz Raney ’06

(434) 987-6917

(434) 531-9941

(434) 996-1029

(434) 242-3889

kathyhall@loringwoodriff.com

sally@loringwoodriff.com

bunny@loringwoodriff.com

liz@loringwoodriff.com

401 Park Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902

(434) 977-4005
lwoodriff@loringwoodriff.com
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depth as his characters confront disorder,
wrestle with love, and struggle with the
effects of trauma and loss. Now based in
Nelson County, Virginia, Coy has directed
more than 60 productions and written
or adapted more than 45 plays. His plays
have been produced in Washington,
D.C., New York City, across Virginia, and
beyond, including at the Charter Theatre,
Barter Theatre, Capital Fringe Festival,
D.C.; Theatre at Saint Clement’s, Keegan
Theatre, Lime Kiln Theater and more.

of Johnson’s 69-year career, chapters on
Lynchburg and Charlottesville, as well as a
chapter on renderings.

Frank B. Connolly (Arch ’72 CM) has
published two books on local government after a career in Connecticut local
government as a town planner, town
manager and school business manager.
Local Government in Connecticut, 3rd
Edition, has been used as a textbook in the
state, and Hidden Agendas: Inside Town
Hall, is a novel about the shenanigans
that take place in local government. He
was recently featured in Bow and Stern, a
publication of his flotilla in the U.S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary, for his work as a certified
instructor teaching boating safety. He
attended UVA’s Senior Executive Institute.

Kevin B. O’Connell (Col ’78 CM) retired in
April after 35 years with Delta Air Lines.
He flew his final crossing of the Atlantic,
from Madrid to New York City, after
accumulating more than 17,000 hours
on the 757/767 aircraft alone. Before
working for Delta, O’Connell served in the
U.S. Navy for eight years. He participated
in combat operations off Lebanon in 1983
and 1984, and he was recalled to active
duty for the first Gulf War as an A-6 pilot.
During the air war in Kosovo, he provided
expeditionary logistic support to the 6th
Fleet and NATO units while operating at
forward support sites in both Greece and
Italy. He completed his naval service with
more than 2,000 hours in the A-6 Intruder
and 401 carrier landings and retired as a
captain in the Naval Reserve in 2001. With
his wife of 35 years, he is retiring to East
Orleans, Massachusetts, on Cape Cod,
where his retirement goals include not
being attacked by a great white shark while
surfing at Nauset Beach.

Nancy Watkins Flanagan (Col ’80 CM)
earned a doctor of education degree with
high distinction in Christian leadership
and ministry leadership from Liberty
University in May 2021.
Phil Garn (Col ’82 CM) and his old master
chief, Jim Gray, wrote Warboats: 55 Years
of Naval Special Warfare Combatant Craft
History for their veterans nonprofit organization, the Combatant Craft Crewman
Association. This is the first history of
“The Silent Ones” and traces the history
of what is now known as Special Warfare
Combatant-Craft Crewmen (SWCCs).
They have been part of naval special
warfare since their inception late in the
Eisenhower administration and deployment early in the Kennedy administration.
Initially the largest individual component
of the former Naval Operational Support
Group during the Vietnam War, SWCCs
now make up more than a quarter of
the operators in naval special warfare,
including the Naval Special Warfare
Development Group. Heavily illustrated

Stanley F. Birch, Jr. (Col '67)
United States Circuit Judge (Ret.)
Mediator, Arbitrator,
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Carolyn Gills Frazier (Col ’75 CM) published Stanhope, Chronologically, a book
about the life and work of the architect
Stanhope Spencer Johnson (1881-1973),
who contributed to the architecture of
Frazier’s hometown, Lynchburg, Virginia.
Her research was inspired by the Allied
Arts Building, a 17-story art deco skyscraper in Lynchburg, and Gallison Hall,
an elegant Georgian mansion in the
Farmington community of Albemarle
County. The book contains an exploration

’80s

NU

Michael Scott Doyle (Col ’75, Grad ’81
CM) received the highest award conferred
by Sigma Delta Pi, the National Collegiate
Hispanic Honor Society, and was inducted
into the Order of Don Quijote. Doyle is a
professor of Spanish in the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte’s Department
of Languages and Culture Studies. The
award is conferred annually upon only one
to three people worldwide, and past honorees include renowned literary figures
such as Carlos Fuentes, Carmen Laforet
and Fernando Arrabal.

Kim Nelson (Col ’78) began serving as
pastor of North Scituate Baptist Church
in August 2020. He previously served for
10 years as associate pastor of Barrington
Baptist Church. Nelson and his wife,
Nancy, live in Rumford, Rhode Island.
They have two grown children and four
young grandchildren.

Patrick Kelly (Engr ’79 CM) has published
his ninth novel, The Mountain View Murder:
A Wintergreen Mystery. The novel centers
on a retired police detective who moves to
a beautiful mountain resort and is asked to
help the short-staffed Wintergreen police
investigate a murder.
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& Historic Charleston
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with many never-published photos, documents, insignia and veterans’ recollections,
it is available through the Combatant Craft
Crewman Association website.
Thomas Gorman (Col ’82 CM) recently
celebrated his 35th year of continuous
full-time employment.
Deborah E. Sheetenhelm Hammond
(Arch ’82 CM) published her 24th novel,
These Foolish Things. The second in her
Someone to Watch Over Me series, the
book brings to life the story of Victoria
Sloan and Matthew Madison, who meet at
a wedding and try to make their seemingly
diverging lives mesh. A Falling Waters,
West Virginia, resident, Hammond was
also recently appointed to a four-year
term on the West Virginia Broadcasting
Foundation Board of Directors. She also
serves on the Eastern West Virginia
Home Consortium and has worked as a
fundraiser for United Way of the Eastern
Panhandle for six years. Contact her at
downtongirl13@gmail.com, on Facebook
at dhammondbooks, and on Twitter
@DeborahHammon18.
Robert C. Hauhart (Grad ’82), professor
in the Department of Society and Social
Justice at Saint Martin’s University,
has published two books in 2021: The
Routledge Handbook on the American
Dream, co-edited with Mitja Sardoc, and
Connections and Influence in the Russian
and American Short Story, co-edited
with Jeff Birkenstein. Hauhart received
a Fulbright Scholar award to Slovenia
in 2019, where he maintains a relationship with the Postgraduate School
and Research Centre of the Slovenian
Academy of Sciences and Arts in
Ljubljana as a visiting research fellow.
Regina Nouhan (Col ’83 CM) started
an educational podcast after retiring
from plastic surgery practice in 2020.
Plastic Surgery Decoded uses clear and
relatable explanations to inform the
public about this wonderful field, with
the voice and viewpoint of an experienced surgeon. It is available through
most podcast platforms, or through
www.PlasticSurgeryDecoded.com.
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Theresa Pluth Yeo (Nurs ’83 CM) was
named the 2021 Advanced Oncology
Certified Nurse Practitioner of the
Year. The annual award is presented
by the Oncology Nursing Certification
Corporation. Yeo is the principal investigator in numerous studies evaluating quality of life for pancreas cancer
patients, and co-investigator in studies
aimed at understanding and ameliorating
symptoms related to pancreatic cancer
and surgery.
Richard “Shark” Forsten (Com ’85, Law
’88 CM) began his third five-year term on
the Appoquinimink School District School
Board, where he has served as board
president for the past six years. Forsten
is a partner in the Wilmington, Delaware,
office of Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr,
where he practices in land use, commercial real estate and litigation. He and his
wife live in a 182-year-old historic farmhouse south of Middletown, Delaware, and
his golf handicap remains much too high.
Michael D. Huffstetler (Arch ’87) was
invested in the 2021 class of the Society of
American Military Engineers Academy of
Fellows. The academy recognizes members
who have rendered dedicated and outstanding service to the society; military
engineering; and the architecture, engineering and construction professions.
Dawn Newton (Educ ’87) recently published two books. Winded: A Memoir in
Four Stages chronicles Newton’s journey
with stage 4 lung cancer while taking
targeted therapy for the vulnerable EGFR
mutation. The Remnants of Summer, a
literary novel, explores the guilt and grief
of 14-year-old Iris Merchant, who must
deal with the aftermath of her younger
brother’s drowning death in southeastern
Michigan in the ’70s.
J. Hagood Tighe (Col ’87 CM) was named
president-elect of the South Carolina Bar.
Based in Columbia, South Carolina, Tighe
is a partner at Fisher Phillips and co-chair
of the firm’s wage and hour practice
group. He will assume the role of president in May 2022.

Linda L. Fox Bryant (Col ’88, Darden ’21
CM) was elected to a six-year term as
a judge for the General District Court in
Chesapeake, Virginia. She received her law
degree from the College of William & Mary
Marshall-Wythe School of Law in 1992,
after which she served in the U.S. Army
as a JAGC. Since leaving active duty in
the mid-1990s, she has served Virginia in
many different legal roles. She will receive
her MBA from the Darden School of
Business in May 2021. Her husband, Scott,
served in the U.S. Navy, and her daughter is
Alexandra Connell (Col ’19, Batten ’20).
Anna Burnley (Grad ’89 CM) was
recently promoted to associate professor of education and also serves as
ESOL Specialist at Flagler College in
Tallahassee, Florida. She has presented at
conferences in the U.S., Canada, England,
Germany and Scotland.
Marcia Thompson Friedman (Col ’89)
recently published her second cookbook,
The Essential Jewish Cookbook. The book
includes a brief history of Jewish culinary
traditions along with 100 recipes. Her
first cookbook, Meatballs and Matzah
Balls: Recipes and Reflections from a
Jewish and Italian Life, was published
in 2013. In June 2021, she received the
honor of membership in Les Dames
d’Escoffier, a prestigious international
culinary organization.
Kendall Jones (Col ’89 CM) has been
named vice president of legal and risk
at the global headquarters of California
Pizza Kitchen Inc., based in Costa Mesa,
California.

’90s
JoAnne Marie Mancini (Col ’90 CM)
was awarded the 2020 Peggy O’Brien
Book Prize for the best book in American Studies 2017-2019 for Art and War
in the Pacific World: Making, Breaking
and Taking from Anson’s Voyage to the
Philippine-American War. Mancini is also
the author of Pre-Modernism: Art-World
Change and American Culture from the
Civil War to the Armory Show and, with
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Keith Bresnahan, is the co-editor of Architecture and Armed Conflict: The Politics of
Destruction. She lives in Dublin.
Craig W. Sampson (Col ’90, Law ’93)
published Family Law: Theory, Practice, and
Forms, 2021 ed. (Vol. 9, Virginia Practice
Series), which he co-authored. Sampson
is a shareholder at Barnes & Diehl P.C. in
Richmond and parent of Sabrina Sampson
(Col ’21).
Greg Van Patten (Col ’92 CM) is serving
as the interim dean of the College of Basic
and Applied Sciences at Middle Tennessee
State University. The college is MTSU’s
largest, and it is home to more than 5,500
students and 210 faculty. Van Patten, a
professor in the Department of Chemistry,
has served as the chair of that department
since 2012.
Jared Deane (Engr ’94 CM) was named
dean of nursing and health sciences at
the College of DuPage. He also completed
the Civic Leadership Academy at the
University of Chicago’s Harris School of
Public Policy.
Cassandra L. Hill (Col ’94 CM), who
has served as dean of Northern Illinois
University College of Law since July
2019, received the 2021 Association of
American Law Schools Section Award for
the Section on Legal Writing, Reasoning,
and Research. The award, sometimes
described as a lifetime achievement award
for legal writing education, recognizes
Hill for her significant contributions to
the field of legal writing and research.
Before joining NIU Law, Hill served as
an administrator and faculty member at
Thurgood Marshall School of Law at Texas
Southern University. Most recently, she
served as the associate dean for academic
affairs. She also was appointed to serve
on a three-member leadership team with
the law school’s acting dean. In addition,
she held positions as associate dean for
research and faculty development and
director of legal writing.
Gunes Ozcan Hopson (Col ’97, Law ’01
CM) has joined Geronemus Law as of
counsel. The firm provides dedicated legal

UVA BOOKSTORE
uvabookstores.com
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services without the cost or commitment
of a full-time general counsel, working
with companies of all sizes and industries.
Hopson also continues to enjoy providing
concierge-level travel planning services
through My Path Unwinding Travel, specializing in luxury and family travel.
Khalilah L. Brown-Dean (Col ’98)
was promoted to full professor in the
Department of Political Science at
Quinnipiac University. She was also
appointed as the inaugural associate
provost for faculty affairs. Brown-Dean is
the author of Identity Politics in the United
States and co-author of the forthcoming book, Protesting Vulnerability: Race
and Pandemic Politics. She hosts the
radio show and podcast Disrupted for
Connecticut Public Radio.
Kemi Ogidan Tignor (Com ’98) founded
Little Likes Kids in 2018. The company
designs, creates and produces toys for
kids up to age 6 that are inspired by—and
reflective of—the lives of today’s kids. She
writes, “No gifting moment should come
and go without an opportunity to share
items with your child that reflect who they
are. So we create toys and playful images
that reflect kids like my son and his wonderfully diverse gaggle of friends.”

’00s
Mark Apelt (Col ’00), a stay-at-home dad
in Richmond, Virginia, recently invented
a new gadget during COVID to help
bring back a little normalcy for everyone.
The Blowzee preserves the tradition of
blowing out birthday candles without
involving germs.
Sam Bellas (Col ’01 CM) was promoted
to partner in EY’s strategy and transactions practice, where he helped launch
and scale a corporate real estate offering
for organizations navigating mergers,
divestitures and restructurings. Before
joining EY, Bellas helped develop similar
internal startups for the EYP Mission
Critical Facilities group for data centers,
the Clark Construction Group for infrastructure finance and development, and
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Deloitte Consulting for federal capital and
real estate transformation. This year, he
celebrates (virtually) both his 20-year
UVA reunion and his 10-year reunion with
MBA classmates from Oxford. He lives in
Alexandria, Virginia, with his wife and two
young children, whom he is excited to introduce to sailing this summer in Annapolis.
Marc Olsen (Com ’01 CM) and his wife,
Emily, are thrilled to announce the birth
of their third child, Vivienne Gray, on
Jan. 2, 2021. (Not a 2020 baby!) Marc
is president of one of the largest COVID19 testing networks in the Southeast
and manages a multitude of testing and
vaccine medical clinics in Georgia. His
wife is an epidemiologist at the CDC,
studying COVID-19. The family happily
resides in Atlanta.
Leigh Carter Cockram (Col ’02 CM) was
named the 2021 North Carolina Economic
Developer of the Year by the North Carolina Economic Development Association.
Chantale Fiebig (Col ’02) has joined
the Washington, D.C., office of international law firm Weil, Gotshal & Manges
as a partner in the complex commercial
litigation practice. Fiebig joins Weil from
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. Her practice
focuses on complex litigation in federal
court relating to business disputes in the
finance, media and technology sectors.
David Meredith (Com ’03), CEO and
board director of Everbridge, was awarded
Best CEO by the 2020 Comparably
Awards for large companies. Everbridge
Inc., a leader in critical event management,
was awarded Best Company Culture.
David Theisz (Engr ’04) and Erika
Chiang (Col ’04 CM) welcomed their
second child, Haley Shing-Yu, on May 1,
2021. Haley joins big brother Henry, and is
the granddaughter of Gordon F. Theisz Jr.
(Engr ’59, ’66) and the niece of Gordon
W. Theisz (Med ’98). The family lives in
Arlington, Virginia.
Nebil Husayn (Col ’04) published his first
book, Opposing the Imam. Husayn is an
assistant professor of religious studies

at the University of Miami. His research
broadly considers the development of
Islamic theology, historiography and
debates on the caliphate. Husayn earned
his doctorate in Near Eastern Studies
from Princeton University and a master’s in Arabic and Islamic studies from
Harvard University. He is the recipient
of a Fulbright award and the University
of Miami Fellowship in the Arts and
Humanities.
Caitlan Smith Wilber (Col ’07 CM) and
Michael Wilber (Col ’09) welcomed a
son, Harrison Elias, on July 6, 2020.
Harrison joins older sister, Arden Adela.
The family lives in Rochester, New York,
where Michael is a fellow in cardiovascular disease at the University of Rochester.
Reshaud Rich (Col ’09 CM) self-published his debut book, 10 Hats of a Man:
Reflections on Becoming an Adult Man,
about the different aspects of manhood.
He affectionately calls it a “notes book”
because he wants both men and women
to jot their thoughts and questions in
between chapters.

’10s
Elisabeth Kearney (Engr ’10) writes an
update about her path to graduation and
what she’s doing now: “I was originally
scheduled to graduate in 2005, but at the
end of my 2nd year, my father, Michael
Kearney (Engr ’72), died, and I had a
hard time being in school for a few years
following that. After living in Los Angeles
for a couple of years, I moved back to
Charlottesville and re-enrolled at UVA
and graduated in 2010. After attending
naturopathic medical school in Tempe,
Arizona, and opening my first practice in
Carlsbad, New Mexico, I moved back to
Charlottesville last fall to open my practice
here and settle down closer to family.”
Molly Phillips Godfrey (Col ’10 CM) and
her husband, Matthew Godfrey (Arch ’10,
’12 CM), welcomed a daughter, Anna, on
May 15, 2021. The family lives in Richmond,
Virginia, where Molly works in digital marketing and Matt is an architect.
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Lara Russo Young (Com ’10) and Pat
Young (Com ’11) welcomed their first
child, Clyde Bowen, on June 9, 2021, in
Napa, California.
Caroline Higgins Languasco (Engr ’11)
and Jon Languasco (Engr ’15) welcomed
a future UVA engineer, Juliana Rose, on
March 9, 2021.
Andrew Taylor-Troutman (Grad ’11) has
published a new book. Hope Matters:
Churchless Sermons in the Time of the
Coronavirus is a collection of weekly
editorials he wrote for the local newspaper over the first year of the COVID19 pandemic. Part memoir, part social
commentary, the book draws on biblical
interpretation and theological reflection to
connect with a reading audience beyond
his faith community in a time when everyone was tested. All of the profits support a
food assistance ministry in his community
that began during the pandemic.

Anna Caritj (Col ’12) published her debut
novel, Leda and the Swan, in May 2021.
The book follows Leda, a sorority girl in her
third year at a Southern university. Leda’s
crush, Ian, is implicated in the disappearance of a fellow classmate, Charlotte Mask.
As the campus rouses itself to respond
to Charlotte’s disappearance, rumors
swirl, suspicious facts pile up, and Leda’s
obsession with Charlotte grows. She soon
finds herself reassessing her commitment
to Greek life and all that it entails. Her
allegiances and motivations begin to blur.
The novel examines contemporary youth
culture and the dynamics surrounding sex,
consent, risk, regret and power.
Derrick Agee (Col ’14) and Rachel Bryant
Agee (Nurs ’19 CM) celebrated their oneyear wedding anniversary.
Elizabeth Snyder (Grad ’14) has joined
the cybersecurity and privacy practice in
the New York office of Maynard Cooper
& Gale.

Tailgates
are back!

Danielle Childress MacRae (Col ’16,
Batten ’17 CM) and James MacRae (Engr
’14 CM) were married at James Monroe’s
Highland in Charlottesville on June 12,
2021. The couple was grateful to return
to Virginia for their wedding after a recent
cross-country move to Los Angeles.
Jordan Gilliam (Col ’16) was listed as a
Top 40 Under 40 lawyer by National Black
Lawyers. Gilliam is an attorney based in
Stites & Harbison’s Lexington, Kentucky,
office. He is a member of the real estate
and banking service group. Gilliam assists
clients with wide-ranging real estate
needs, including land acquisition, zoning,
development and leasing matters.
Golara Haghtalab (Col ’17) published
Immigrant, a book about change and
adaptation and explores the personal and
professional identities of a 30-year-old
female immigrant.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16

HOMECOMINGS
VIRGINIA VS. DUKE at Scott Stadium

MORE THAN THE SCORE

10 a.m. | Alumni Hall
The Office of Engagement’s Lifetime Learning program and the Alumni Association invite you to
join us for this More Than the Score lecture. Andrew O’Shaughnessy, professor of history at UVA
and the Saunders Director of the Robert H. Smith International Center for Jefferson Studies at
Monticello, will discuss his most recent book, The Illimitable Freedom of Human Mind: Thomas
Jefferson’s Idea of a University.

HOMECOMINGS TAILGATE

3 hours prior to kick-off | Alumni Hall
All fans are welcome for a family friendly tailgate featuring music, food trucks, drinks,
complimentary shuttles to Scott Stadium, and more. Free admission.

presented by

Charlottesville Albemarle Airport
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In Memoriam
’40s

Robert A. “Bob” Kuhn
(Col ’45) of Florham Park,
New Jersey, died Oct. 21,
2019. After attending Queens
College for one semester, the
U.S. Navy recruited him under
its V-12 program in World
War II. He attended Hobart
College and the NROTC
program at UVA, where he
commissioned as an ensign.
He later attended the Naval
Japanese Language School at
Oklahoma A&M before being
honorably discharged. After
a year working for American
Airlines, Mr. Kuhn earned
his MBA from the University
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
Graduate School of Business
and began a career with
Allied Chemical. He retired
as a product supervisor in the
chrome chemicals division.
Mr. Kuhn was always active in
his church, serving on committees and the church council. In the community, he was
a member of the Florham Park
Library Board of Trustees for
14 years and an active member of the local chapter of the
AARP, serving three years as a
member of its board. In earlier
years, he was a member of the
Hanover Park High School
Band Parents and served as
its treasurer. He enjoyed gardening, taking vacations with
family and friends, and traveling with his wife. Survivors
include his wife, Henrietta;
daughters Linda and Carol;
two grandsons; a granddaughter; and a sister.
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William Hoke Camp Jr.
(Com ’48 CM) of Louisville,
Kentucky, died March 19,
2021. He served in France and
Germany with the U.S. Army
during World War II, when he
earned the combat infantry
badge and was awarded the
Bronze Star. At UVA, Mr.
Camp was a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon and the V Club,
earning his letter as manager of the basketball team.
He returned to Louisville,
where he was president of
Shippers Supply Co. until
his retirement in 2005. In
1981, he moved to Cedar Hill
Farm in Oldham County until
moving back to Louisville in
2017. Cedar Hill Farm has
been placed in a preservation
and conservation easement
restricting future development. Mr. Camp was predeceased by his first wife of 55
years, Edith Fitzhugh Camp,
and son William Hoke Camp
III. Survivors include his second wife, Katherine; his three
children, Henry F. Camp (Col
’78 CM), Mary Lawrence
“Laurie” Camp Vieth (Col
’80 CM) and James C. Camp
(Engr ’85); eight grandchildren, including Mary Irene
Vieth (Col ’15 CM); and two
great-grandchildren.

’50s

Charles Holden Smith
Jr. (Col ’50 CM) of
Charlottesville died April 8,
2021. He served in the U.S.
Army during World War II.
At UVA, he was a member of
Sigma Nu and worked as an

announcer for WCHV radio
station, which he continued for 13 years after graduating. In 1963, Mr. Smith
joined Montague, Miller
& Co. Realtors, where he
became managing broker,
partner and president during
his tenure before retiring
in 1986. He served as president of the Charlottesville
Area Association of Realtors,
received the association’s
1979 ethics award and was
inducted into the hall of
fame. He became the UVA
public address announcer
for men’s football games in
1963 and basketball games in
1965. His announcement that
“There will be no smoking in
U-Hall except by the red-hot
Cavaliers” was welcomed with
loud applause. He called more
than 800 Cavalier games over
34 years before retiring in
1997. Mr. Smith and his wife,
Emily, were active in the UVA
and Charlottesville communities, supporting organizations including the local
symphony, Monticello and the
Miller Center, which gave the
Elizabeth Scott Exemplary
Leadership Award to Mr.
Smith in 2008. He also served
as president of the Thomas
Jefferson Society and was a
member of the UVA Lawn
Society. A great storyteller
with a wonderful sense of
humor, he had a never-ending curiosity that led him to
learn new languages, read the
Great Books and pursue interests including beekeeping,
photography and genealogy.
He and Emily traveled to 50
states, Canadian provinces

and more than 20 countries.
Survivors include his children Tarina, Suzanne, Charlie
III and Betty; six grandchildren, including Christopher
Esclapez (Engr ’98 CM),
Allison Esclapez Stacy (Engr
’02 CM), Emily Hesaltine
Walker (Engr ’08 CM) and
Chas Smith (Data ’21); and 10
great-grandchildren.
Lawrence L. Barroll (Col
’52, Law ’57) of Savannah,
Georgia, died March 28,
2021. At UVA, he was on the
cross-country and track and
field teams. He was also a
member of St. Elmo Hall and
the V Club. He served in the
U.S. Navy during the Korean
War. In Savannah, he worked
as the head of the municipal bonds department at
Varnedoe, Chisholm & Co.,
and he worked in the same
field in Philadelphia. Mr.
Barroll was a member of the
Society of Colonial Wars and
the Assembly of Philadelphia,
and he loved the Phillies,
music, beagles, chocolate and
his family. Survivors include
his wife, Margery; children
Lawrence, Mark, John and
Lillie; three grandsons; a
granddaughter; and a brother.
Thomas Fleetwood
Hairston (Com ’52, Law ’55
CM) of Savannah, Georgia,
died April 19, 2021. Born into
one of the first families of
Virginia, he spent his early
years in China and was raised
on the family farm in Patrick
County, Virginia. While in
law school, Mr. Hairston was
chancellor of the Sigma Nu
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JOHN W. WARNER | FEB. 18, 1927–MAY 25, 2021

Longtime U.S. senator
made a name in
political, military and
social circles

Phi legal fraternity, dicta
manager of the Virginia Law
Weekly, associate editor of the
reading guide and a member of the Student Council.
Having passed the Virginia
bar exam after his second
year, he was admitted to
practice before the Virginia

Supreme Court of Appeals, the
U.S. Supreme Court, and the
U.S. Court of Military Appeals
after graduation. Mr. Hairston
joined the Naval Reserve
after law school and attended
Officer Candidate School. He
practiced law in Chatham,
Virginia, before returning
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is law school career interrupted by the Korean War, John
Warner (Law ’53) returned to UVA in 1951 to resume his
studies. Picking up where he’d left off proved to be no easy
task, however.
“It was a bit of a challenge to get my mind oriented toward
the life of a student after having served in Korea,” Warner, the
former five-term U.S. senator who died May 25 at age 94, told
UVA Lawyer magazine in 2009. “Had it not been for the faculty’s
warmth and interest in me, particularly Dean (F.W.G) Ribble (Col
1917, Law 1921), I wouldn’t be here as a senator today.”
Warner’s tenure was the second-longest of any senator from
Virginia. A Republican, he was known for his expertise on military
affairs, but also for his willingness to buck the party establishment if he believed it was in Virginia’s and the nation’s interest.
“In his commitment to finding common ground with those
with whom he disagreed, and in his dedication to the success of
our nation, he was a model to us all,” President James E. Ryan
(Law ’92) said.
Raised in Washington, D.C., Warner enlisted in the U.S. Navy
at age 17. Discharged at the end of World War II, he earned a
degree in engineering from Washington & Lee University in 1949.
Warner enrolled at UVA Law School but left to serve as a
ground officer with the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing in Korea. After
graduation, he worked as a federal law clerk, an assistant U.S.
attorney and in private practice.
Warner’s entry into politics came in Richard Nixon’s presidential campaign in 1968. He was appointed undersecretary and
then secretary of the Navy under Nixon and served as head of the
American Revolution Bicentennial Celebration.
Divorced from his first wife, banking heir Catherine Mellon,
Warner entered the public eye when he married actress Elizabeth

Taylor in 1976. With Taylor accompanying him on campaign stops
across the Commonwealth, Warner won his Senate seat in 1978.
Warner defeated Democrat Andrew P. Miller (Law ’60) by
a mere 4,700 votes, the closest Senate race in Virginia history,
according to the Washington Post.
Taylor and the square-jawed, debonair Warner made a glamorous couple before their marriage ended in divorce in 1982.
Warner, who had been dismissed in some circles as a wealthy
dilettante and celebrity husband, by then had established his
own identity as a serious, diligent politician.
Warner chaired the Armed Services Committee from 1999 to
2001 and again from 2003 to 2007. Valued for his knowledge,
independence and personal touch, he was widely respected by
members of both parties.
Warner retired from the Senate in 2009 and returned to the
same firm where he had practiced law before becoming undersecretary of the Navy 40 years earlier. A Virginia-class submarine named in his honor was commissioned in 2013.
Warner is survived by his wife, Jeanne Vander Myde Warner,
and children John William Warner IV (Col ’85), Virginia Warner
and Mary W. Conover. —Ed Miller

to the Navy in October 1960.
After 20 years of active duty
around the world, he retired
as a captain in December
1977. He received medals
including the Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star with combat V,
Vietnam Cross of Gallantry
with Palm and Republic of

China Armed Service Medal.
His family settled in McLean,
Virginia, after Capt. Hairston’s
retirement, where he joined
the Washington office of the
Union Oil Co. of California. He
retired as corporate vice president in 1995 and subsequently
moved to Savannah. He was a
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member of several clubs and
served on the board of Ford’s
Theatre and the Washington
Business-Government
Relations Council. He
also served as chair of
the American Petroleum
Institute’s general committee for federal regulations and
as a director of the American
Petroleum Institute. His first
wife, Cherie, predeceased him.
Survivors include his wife,
Marie; children Gregory and
Susan; stepchildren Charles
and William; two grandsons;
and a granddaughter.
Frank Wells (Col ’53 CM)
of Brewster, New York, and
Charlottesville died Sept. 25,
2020. A native of Brewster
whose banking career was in
Manhattan, he spent many
happy vacations at his family
compound on Mount Riga,
Connecticut. He retired to
Charlottesville. Survivors
include his former wife, Linda
Blackford Wells; children
Lydia, Diana, Lindsay and
Frank Wells Jr. (Col ’84); and
five grandchildren.
Anthony Murray Leigh (Col
’55 CM) of Naples, Florida,
died April 1, 2021. A native of
Hagerstown, Maryland, he followed his father and uncle to
UVA, where he was a member
of St. Elmo, the IMP Society
and Eli Banana. He also lettered in lacrosse for four years
and was a member of the
1952 championship team. He
married his wife, Eleanore,
in his third year. After a
short time with Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Co. in
Norfolk, Virginia, Mr. Leigh
moved his family to Silver
Spring, Maryland, where he
worked for the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone
Co. He retired in 1984 after
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the breakup of AT&T Bell
Companies. He then joined his
wife in real estate in Gibson
Island, Maryland, where they
lived until moving to Naples
in 1990. While in Florida,
they pursued their real estate
interests. Mr. Leigh was
active in his church, St. John’s
Episcopal Church, and community organizations such
as St. Matthew’s House for
the homeless. He belonged to
the Wilderness Country Club
and High Point Country Club,
where he enjoyed golf, tennis
and fellowship. With friends
Bill Satterthwaite and Tom
Sully, Mr. Leigh originated the
University of Virginia Alumni
Club of Southwest Florida.
Survivors include his wife and
children Helen and Anthony.
Charles P. Cullop (Educ ’55,
Grad ’59, ’62) of Milford,
Ohio, died April 13, 2021. He
served in the Virginia State
Guard and later in the U.S.
Army during and after World
War II. After graduating from
Emory & Henry College, he
served as a coach, teacher,
assistant principal and principal in several Virginia public
schools from 1950 to 1958.
He served on the faculty
of Davis & Elkins College,
before joining East Carolina
University as associate professor of history in 1968. He
soon increased his administrative responsibilities,
serving as an assistant to the
university president and, after
being chosen by the American
Council on Education, as the
university’s first academic
administrative intern. He
was appointed as the first
equal opportunities officer
and, in 1973, was installed as
associate dean of the graduate school. Despite virtually full-time service in the

graduate school, Mr. Cullop
usually managed to teach a
history course each semester, and he participated in
history department activities
and historical associations.
He published a well-received
monograph, “Confederate
Propaganda, 1861-1865,” articles and book reviews. He
received tenure and was elevated to full professor in 1978.
Upon retirement in 1990, he
was appointed emeritus professor, after which he and his
wife, Mary, traveled extensively in the U.S. and Canada.
Mr. Cullop was an exercise
enthusiast; he often remarked
that over the years he had
jogged a distance greater than
the Earth’s circumference.
Survivors include his wife,
Mary Grubb Cullop; children
Lynda, Rebecca and Charles
Jr.; four grandchildren; and
six great-grandchildren.

1958. His long career included
postings in Cambodia, Iran,
India and Belgium. He was
consul general in Antwerp,
Belgium, from 1978 to 1981
and was known for his expertise in Iranian affairs, aided
by the Farsi language training he received in the Foreign
Service. Along the way, he
earned a master’s in public policy and administration from the University of
Wisconsin. In retirement,
he and his wife, Ann, continued to travel internationally
and enjoyed their grandchildren, who started arriving at a
rapid pace beginning in 2003.
A devoted family man, his
intelligence, gentle demeanor,
warm smile and generosity attracted many lifelong
friends. Survivors include his
wife; children Christopher
(Col ’86), Matthew and Amy;
and eight grandchildren.

Archie M. Bolster (Col
’55) of Arlington, Virginia,
died Feb. 21, 2021. A native of
Montana, he received much of
his schooling in postwar Iran
and the Netherlands when his
father served as agricultural
attaché to the U.S. embassies. He entered UVA fluent in
Dutch and well on his way to
fluency in French. At UVA, he
was a member of the Jefferson
Literary and Debating Society
and the Raven Society, and
he worked on the staff of the
Cavalier Daily. He was also a
member of the Navy ROTC
program, an experience highlighted by summer cruises
that included one on the battleship USS Missouri. He lived
on the Lawn, a fond memory
for him, and was a member of
Phi Beta Kappa. Mr. Bolster
served three years in the Navy
and entered the U.S. Foreign
Service upon his discharge in

John P. Dougherty (Col ’57
CM) of Canton, Ohio, died
Feb. 27, 2021. At UVA, he was a
member of Delta Upsilon. He
retired from Advest Inc. as a
broker, and previously worked
for McDonald & Co. and
Prescott, Ball & Turben. He
served two terms, from 1995
to 2000, as a Stark County
commissioner and served for
17 years on the local board of
education. He resigned in 1990
when he was elected to the
State Board of Education. Mr.
Dougherty was active in
the organization of the Pro
Football Hall of Fame Festival,
serving as general chairman
in 1967, and he was an active
member and leader of the Lake
Cable Recreation Association,
the Massillon AAA and the
North Canton Jaycees, from
which he received a distinguished service award.
Survivors include his wife,
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Sandy; daughters Cynthia and
Lynda; four grandchildren;
and a brother, Ron Dougherty
(Law ’60 CM).
Jere Bowden Cobb (Engr
’57) of League City, Texas,
died April 18, 2021. At UVA,
he was a member of Naval
ROTC, Sigma Phi Epsilon
and the Trident Society. After
being commissioned into
the U.S. Navy and trained at
Pensacola NAS, Mr. Cobb
became a fighter pilot for
the U.S. Marines. He settled in Nassau Bay, Texas,
with his wife of 53 years
and served as a NASA test
pilot and professional pilot
with 40,000 hours in many
kinds of aircraft. Survivors
include his wife, Paula;
children Laura, Cynthia,
Gregory and Kimberley;
four grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
George W. Gowen (Law ’57
CM) of New York City died
March 14, 2021. After graduating from Princeton University,
he served in the U.S. Army.
He then joined the U.S. Forest
Service in Oregon before
working as a smokejumper
in Montana. After earning
his law degree, he practiced
law in New York, primarily
with Dunnington, Bartholow
& Miller except for seven
years at his firm Fryer, Ross &
Gowen. For decades, he served
as counsel to leading sports
organizations. As counsel to
the U.S. Tennis Association, he
was instrumental in building
the National Tennis Center,
reintroducing tennis to the
Olympic Games, and implementing many rule changes.
Mr. Gowen also served as
counsel to the U.S. Olympic
Committee and was a member of the international Court

of Arbitration for Sports. He
chaired the boards of environmental and humane
organizations, including the
National Park Foundation
and the ASPCA, where he
also served as president. Mr.
Gowen helped found the
Voltaire Society of America in
1996 and, in 2001, as chairman, he wrote and helped
produce a PBS documentary
“Voltaire and Jefferson: The
Sage of Ferney and The Man
from Monticello.” An active
member of the Explorers
Club, he joined the 1994
transverse of the Northwest
Passage. He also served on the
American Delegation to the
U.N. Commission on Human
Rights, taught as an adjunct
professor at NYU Graduate
School of Business, and published two books. Above all,
however, he was devoted
to his family. He especially
enjoyed summers, weekends
and holidays with friends and
family, including his wife,
Marcia, who predeceased
him. Survivors include two
daughters, Cynthia Gowen
Crawford (Col ’83 CM) and
Lee Gowen (Col ’86 CM);
four grandchildren, including
Blair Marine (Col ’21 CM);
and a brother.

’60s

John G. Colligan Sr. (Com
’60 CM) of Toano, Virginia,
died April 20, 2021. He served
in the U.S. Army before enrolling at UVA, and he had a long
career in management positions in the private sector and
with the U.S. Department of
Energy. Mr. Colligan served on
the UVA Alumni Association
Board of Managers; as president of both the Washington,
D.C., and Williamsburg

Alumni Clubs; and as chair
of his class reunion committees. He was a beloved husband, father and grandfather.
Survivors include his wife,
Virginia; children John Jr.,
Christopher Colligan (Col ’81
CM) and Ann Blechman; and
eight grandchildren.
Phyllis Marx Crouse (Nurs
’60) of Largo, Florida, died
Aug. 6, 2020. Born in East
Orange, New Jersey, she
received her nursing degree
at UVA and had her first
son while working at the
UVA hospital in 1961. After
her youngest child entered
middle school in 1978, she
returned to nursing and
worked in maternity at St.
Mary Medical Center in
Langhorne, Pennsylvania,
until retiring in 1999. Before
moving to Florida, she raised
her family in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. Ms. Crouse
was preceded in death by
her husband, William S.
Crouse (Com ’62). Survivors
include five children and
eight grandchildren.
Eugene E. “Buddy”
Leasure Jr. (Engr ’60,
’63) of Greensboro, North
Carolina, died Jan. 16, 2021.
After serving in the U.S. Army
for four years, he worked for
AT&T Bell Laboratories for
his whole professional life,
retiring after a long career
of exceptional service. His
priority in life was his family, and he was never happier
than when all were gathered
together. He dearly loved and
was devoted to his wife, Lou,
and he raised his children in
an environment of love and
support. Modeling integrity
and generosity, Mr. Leasure
touched innumerable lives,
tirelessly committing his time

to his church and community.
The consummate coach, he
was still advising his grandsons on their batting stance
at age 80, and he loved seeing the UVA basketball team
finally win the national title.
Mr. Leasure loved the fellowship of people and was keenly
interested in the story of
everyone he met, often finding
connections with complete
strangers. He was preceded in
death by his first wife, Nancy.
Survivors include his second
wife, Louise; his four children,
Wendy Leasure Wicker (Col
’83 CM), Ted Leasure (Engr
’87 CM), Bob Leasure (Col
’89 CM) and Laura Leasure
Penrod; 11 grandchildren; and
two great-grandchildren.
Rex Young Davis (Engr ’61)
of Huntsville, Texas, died Jan.
31, 2021. He played basketball at UVA and graduated
alongside his mother, who
completed her studies the
same year. After graduating,
Mr. Davis moved to Houston
and married his first wife,
Jeannetta, whom he met as a
student. Mr. Davis worked for
Shell Oil and BP Amoco. An
active and involved father, he
loved his family and shared
with them his passions for
catamaran sailing, skiing and
raft expeditions through the
Grand Canyon. In retirement,
he enjoyed time with his
grandchildren, traveling with
Jeannetta, volunteering with
his church, golfing and square
dancing. After Jeannetta
predeceased him, he married Carol Harrington, and
together they traveled often,
especially by cruise, and made
it to all seven continents. As
much as he loved traveling,
Mr. Davis also loved being at
home, doing minor repairs,
gardening, and making time
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for his grandchildren and
step-grandchildren. He was a
generous and cheerful giver of
his time as well as his money.
He believed in the gift of life
and donated 96 pints of blood
over his life. Survivors include
his wife, Carol; children
Dianne and Douglas; stepsons Gregory and Thomas;
five grandchildren; and three
step-grandchildren.
William S. Crouse (Com
’62) of Largo, Florida, died
Sept. 25, 2019. Born in
Trenton, New Jersey, he
briefly served in the U.S.
Army after high school. While
at UVA, he met and married Phyllis Marx Crouse
(Nurs ’60) and welcomed his
firstborn. Mr. Crouse had a
long career in sales and fully
retired when he and his wife
moved to Florida permanently in 2009. He was survived by his wife until she died
in August 2020. Survivors
include five children, eight
grandchildren and a sister.
John F. “Jack”
Davies (Com ’64,
Darden ’70 CM) of
Ruxton, Maryland,
died March 3, 2021.
At UVA, he played lacrosse
and was a 1964 All-American.
He served in the U.S. Air
Force. Mr. Davies worked as
a marketing executive and
worked for several firms,
including McCormick, before
joining Right Management
Consultants as a career consultant. He loved helping people find new possibilities and
took pleasure in the successes
of others. He was active in his
church, serving on committees and leading financial
workshops. His love for sports
endured throughout his life,
and he biked and golfed while
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avidly following football, basketball and lacrosse. He spent
summers with his extended
family at Henlopen Acres
outside Rehoboth Beach,
Delaware. Survivors include
his wife, Caroline Bourne;
children Lynn and John III;
three granddaughters; and a
brother and sister.
Richard E. “Richie” Evans
(Col ’64 CM), formerly of
Towson, Maryland, died April
9, 2021. At UVA, he was president of Phi Gamma Delta and
was named to the Virginia
All-America lacrosse team.
He later played for the Mount
Washington Club and the U.S.
all-star team in Toronto and
Australia. He was named to
the Virginia Lacrosse Hall
of Fame in 2015. He eventually settled in Washington,
D.C., and worked on the campaigns of George McGovern,
Jimmy Carter and Edmund
Muskie. In 1968, he bought
a Washington, D.C., bar, the
Aquarius, which he later
renamed Sarsfield’s. He later
opened a bar in Towson, The
Crease, named for a lacrosse
term, and eventually opened
a second location. He was
involved in many other ventures, including real estate,
and he helped found the
Bartenders Ball, a charity benefiting cystic fibrosis research.
Mr. Evans was known for his
sense of humor and fun, knack
for diplomacy and competitive
spirit. Survivors include his
daughter, Brooke; two grandsons; and two brothers.
Dennis Michael Gehley
(Com ’68 CM) of Springfield,
Virginia, died Jan. 26, 2021.
At UVA, he was president
of the Newman Club at St.
Thomas Aquinas Church.
Having received a high draft

number before graduation,
he decided to enlist in the
Army OCS program and spent
three years in Germany and
one tour in Vietnam. Once
home, he went to work for
the General Accounting
Office in Washington, D.C.,
for more than 35 years. In his
free time, Mr. Gehley was a
prolific model maker, making hundreds of World War
II tanks, fighter planes, and
’50s or ’60s drag racing cars,
which he entered in contests.
He created such authentic details that a magazine
featured one of his German
tank scenes on its cover. After
his wife, Nancy, encouraged
them to take up dancing, they
eventually found their favorite: shag. Mr. Gehley was the
treasurer of the Northern
Virginia Shag Club for years,
but his biggest joy was in
being the DJ for most of their
parties and events. Whether
you requested a song by the
Del-Vikings or Del Shannon,
Mr. Gehley could pull it up
and have it on the dance
floor within minutes. He
was known throughout the
shag communities along the
East Coast for his vast music
library and accommodating
nature. His goal was to make
you happy and keep the dance
floor hopping, and, boy, was he
good at that. His wife predeceased him. Survivors include
children Lisa and David; four
grandchildren; and four siblings, including Doug Gehley
(Arch ’76 CM).
Duane B. Hopper (Col ’68
CM) of Charlottesville died
April 14, 2021. At UVA, he was
a member of the Jefferson
Literary and Debating Society;
WTJU-FM; Air Force ROTC;
and the concert, jazz and
pep bands. Upon graduation

from UVA, Mr. Hopper was
commissioned as an officer
in the U.S. Air Force. He was
a combat flight crew member
in Southeast Asia from 1970
to 1971 and was awarded three
Air Medals. After earning his
master’s degree in management from Northwestern
University’s Kellogg Graduate
School of Management in
1974, his career included executive roles with several health
care products companies.
In 1988, he joined Graphic
Controls Corp. and became
president, CEO and COO four
years later. He subsequently
led negotiations in 1998 for
the sale of the corporation to
a Fortune 500 company. Mr.
Hopper and his wife, Anne,
moved to Charlottesville in
1999. From their Virginia
homes, they enjoyed many
activities such as trips to
Anne’s native France and
other destinations in Europe
and North America. They
especially loved spending time
with their family. Survivors
include his wife; children
Leslie and Mark; two grandchildren; and two brothers.

’70s

Robert E. Schindler Sr.
(Com ’70 CM) of Vienna,
Virginia, died Feb. 23, 2021.
He served for 30 years in the
U.S. Army and earned the
rank of sergeant major. He
loved everything about the
Army and was proud of his
accomplishments. He then
worked at C&P/AT&T for 20
years before founding a lawn
care business. A history buff,
Mr. Schindler was a member
of the American Civil War
Society of Great Britain, the
Sons of Confederate Veterans,
and the American Legion. A
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history buff, he was passionate about Civil War reenactments and appeared in the
films Gettysburg and Lincoln.
He and his partner, Nell
Campbell, traveled the world
and embraced every adventure. He was a member of the
Lion’s Club, the American
Civil War Society of Great
Britain and the Alexandria
Scottish Rite. Generous with
his time, he volunteered
with the Northern Virginia
Blind Bowlers Association
and was a transporter for the
Shriners Hospital. He also had
a great sense of humor, and
of mischief. He was known
for his contagious laugh,
kind heart and dedication to
others. Survivors include his
partner; children Elizabeth,
Helen, Robert and R. Andrew;
seven grandchildren; and six
great-grandchildren.
James Powhatan “Jamie”
Davis Jr. (Col ’72 CM) of
Peachtree Corners, Georgia,
died June 12, 2021. A native
of Martinsville, Virginia, he
lettered in football at UVA,
where he was a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon. After
graduating with a bachelor’s
degree in finance, he worked
for DuPont for more than 14
years. He then found his true
passion for helping individuals and families gain financial literacy and stayed in the
financial services industry for
the rest of his life. A dedicated
and loving family man, he also
enjoyed traveling, cooking
and sports. He was an avid
outdoorsman who loved hiking and running, having run
the New York and D.C. marathons. A voracious reader,
he was never without a book.
He always told his children to
“live, love, laugh and learn—
every day!” Survivors include

his wife, Joyce; children Tyler
and Callie; eight grandchildren; and a sister.
James L. Spencer (Col ’74,
Grad ’80 CM) of Colorado
Springs, Colorado, died April
18, 2021. He served as an
officer in the U.S. Air Force.
He and his first wife, Dona,
raised their children in Toms
River, New Jersey. Before
retiring in 2018, he was a program development manager
at the Software Engineering
Institute in Arlington,
Virginia. In 2020, he moved
with his second wife, Teri,
to Colorado, where he had
intended to continue pursuing
his interests, including genealogy and photography. The
two of them planned to travel
and enjoy the outdoors, two
things they loved. Mr. Spencer
was known for his warmth
and selflessness, as well as his
bravery and nobility while
fighting cancer. Survivors
include his wife; children
Christina and David; and
eight grandchildren.
Margaret E. “Peggy”
Walker (Educ ’75, ’03) of
Ashburn, Virginia, died Dec.
22, 2019. She left behind a
legacy of teaching those with
various disabilities and learning problems. She always saw
the best in a person, mostly in
a child, especially one who had
challenges. So many students
and parents said she changed
their lives. Survivors include
sisters Terri Bonfils and Susan
and Patricia Walker.
Marilyn Mattys (Grad ’78)
of Mechanicsville, Virginia,
died April 12, 2021. After
earning her master’s in fine
arts, she returned to UVA in
1984 to teach and direct in the
Drama Department alongside

her husband, Joe Mattys
(Grad ’78). The two of them
appeared in several Heritage
Repertory Theatre productions in the summers. From
1990 until her retirement in
2014, she taught speech and
theater courses at RandolphMacon College. Survivors
include her husband; a son
and a daughter; a grandson;
and a brother and sister.

’80s

Robert “Stewart” Eads
Jr. (Col ’89, Med ’93 CM)
of Mount Pleasant, South
Carolina, died Feb. 2, 2021.
As an undergraduate at UVA,
he was an Echols Scholar and
a member of the Phi Sigma
Iota Foreign Language Society
and the Alpha Epsilon Delta
Premed Honor Society. He
also served as president of
the Washington Literary and
Debating Society. He was an
avid football and basketball
fan. After medical school, he
completed his residency in
Charleston, South Carolina,
at the Medical University of
South Carolina, where he was
also chief resident. He then
went into private practice in
Charleston. Survivors include
his wife, Sharon O’Brien
Eads (Nurs ’88), and his children, Christopher, Nicholas,
Elizabeth and Katherine.

’90s

Joel Steven Pulliam
(Darden ’91 CM) of Vienna,
Virginia, died June 1, 2021. He
worked as chief product officer of Brightfield. Survivors
include his wife, Ann Farrell
Pulliam (Com ’88, ’91); children Kevin, Thomas (Col
’20) and Grace (Col ’22);

brothers-in-law Michael
Farrell (Col ’77, Med ’81)
and Stephen Farrell (Engr
’83); and several nieces
and nephews.

FACULTY AND
FRIENDS
Myra Burgin Epps of Fort
Mill, South Carolina, died
April 3, 2021. A native of
Rutherford County, North
Carolina, she attended Mars
Hill College, where she met
her husband. She earned
her bachelor’s degree from
Winthrop University and
continued her graduate study
at UVA and Frances Marion
University. She earned her
master’s degree and specialist’s degree in education
from the University of South
Carolina. Ms. Epps began her
teaching career in Franklin
County, Virginia, before
teaching in South Carolina
for more than 30 years. She
was named Teacher of the
Year from each school system
where she taught. She was also
honored as a superior teacher.
After her retirement, Ms.
Epps settled in and devoted
the rest of her life to her family. Each child and grandchild
held a special place in her
heart. Cooking for her family
was her greatest joy. The biggest task in her life was taking
care of Jimmy. She did it well.
Survivors include her husband, Jimmy; sons Bryan
and Tyler; two brothers; and
seven grandchildren.
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Retrospect

BY SARAH LINDENFELD HALL

T

he stage was set for a UVA
basketball weekend in
December 1973, and Student
Council President Larry
Sabato (Col ’74) was among the primary directors. Students and administrators would hobnob with 15 state
legislators, take them to a game at
University Hall—and show them how
crowded Alderman Library could get.
It was all part of a monthslong strategy to secure $4.3 million to build what
would become Clemons Library. At the
time, enrollment was steadily rising,
and students were jockeying for study
space across Grounds. Alderman had one
seat available for every 19 students, the
Cavalier Daily reported.
Funding, however, would be hardwon; inflation and a brewing national
energy crisis forced deep state budget
cuts. But UVA had Sabato. The fourthyear student, now founder and director
of UVA’s Center for Politics, was already
an astute politician with a statewide
presence. He had served as youth coordinator for independent Henry Howell
(Law ’43), who lost the close 1973 governor’s race to Republican Mills Godwin
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(Law ’38). And unlike most of his
Student Council predecessors, Sabato
had a state legislative agenda. As president, he also won housing and tax reform
initiatives for students.
The work on behalf of Clemons
Library began after a spring 1973 meeting
with UVA President Edgar F. Shannon.
The conversation turned to student
needs; Sabato mentioned study spaces.
Shannon had already called library
expansion a top priority; a “readers
library” had first been proposed in 1963.
But funding was still needed. “That’s
when I suggested to him, in very rough
form, that maybe students could take on
the task of lobbying,” Sabato recalls.
Students did “classic grassroots organizing,” says Ann Sowder (Col ’76), a
second-year Student Council member
at the time. They assembled students
from the districts of key lawmakers to
plead the case. Then came the basketball
weekend in Charlottesville. Legislators
watched UVA beat Duke 104-82 on
Saturday night and toured Alderman
the next day. Sunday morning wasn’t
usually a busy time at the library, but the
lawmakers found the study carrels full.

Larry Sabato (Col ’74) was
pivotal in gaining funding for
Clemons Library.

“I hate to admit this, but we recruited
a very large group of students from the
first-year dorms with the help of the resident advisers,” Sabato says.
The tactics were ef f ective. In
January, when Gov. Linwood Holton’s
state budget included full funding for
the library, a Daily Progress headline
declared, “Student Power Pays,” crediting the Student Council. With the
General Assembly session underway,
Sabato brought students to Richmond
to lobby alongside UVA administrators.
Throughout the ef f ort, students weren’t on their own, Sabato
says. Shannon, along with Edwin M.
Crawford, then UVA’s vice president of
public affairs, and William H. Fishback
Jr., then university relations director, were among the administrators
who worked behind the scenes. “Edgar
Shannon really wanted to see this happen, and it was his final year as president,” Sabato says.
UVA didn’t win all $4.3 million
that year. Once he took office, Godwin
announced deep budget cuts. But lawmakers approved $105,000 for planning, an indication that more money
would come. Full funding arrived in
1977. Sabato turned a shovel at the
groundbreaking, and Clemons opened
in March 1982. In 2019, 550,000 people
walked through its doors, many of them
students. And they can thank students
like them who, nearly 50 years ago, just
wanted a place to study.
“It was just so interesting and fun
and important,” Sowder says of the
work. “You felt like you were really doing
something.”
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Sally Du Bose Real Estate
North Pointe, featuring Craig Builders

Future Community
Amenities:
• Pocket parks featuring
playgrounds, tennis and
basketball courts & dog parks
• Pool and clubhouse
• 24/7 fitness facility
• Blue Ridge Mountains views;
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• Close proximity to retail,
restaurants, coffee shops &
grocery stores

Afton (left)- Main Level Living Afton Villas,
North Pointe. Convenient to Rt. 29N. Slab
homesites from mid $500s
Chesapeake (right)- Slab on grade homesites
COURTESY U VA CENTER FOR P OLITI CS

with walkout basement. One homesite
remaining. Starting at $614,900.

sallydubose.com
505 Faulconer Drive . One Boar’s Head Point . Charlottesville, VA . 434.293.2828
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Sally Du Bose Real Estate
Free Union
Millington Road, Surrounded by protected land and
conservation easments, this
88 acres of gently rolling
pastures, Blue Ridge
Mountain Views, private
pond with dock, barns,
outbuildings, and division
rights. Main residence
overlooks additional pond.
$2,300,000
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Ednam Forest - Classic four-bedroom brick Georgian
home. Private setting near Boar’s Head Sports Club
and Ragged Mountain Trails. $1,525,000

Cascadia - Optional first or second floor master suites,
Blue Stone front porch, finished basement with, in-law
suite, movie theater, and workout room. $795,000

sallydubose.com
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Farms • Estates • Residential

Wintergreen Resort with Mountain Views
Custom-built Wintergreen home overlooking Shenandoah National Park consisting of main
house, annex, and above garage studio. The Main residence boasts vaulted ceilings with
wormy chestnut paneling, Italian marble, custom painted sinks, handcrafted fireplaces, three
cedar closets, built-in cabinets and wrap around porch. Separate annex consists of fourth
bedroom, full bath, living room and kitchenette with laundry. Above garage studio with
more sleeping space, gas fireplace, and full bath. Amazing opportunity to own your own
Wintergreen retreat. $1,450,000

Sally Du Bose

Principal broker
(Educ. ’81), Univ. of Denver (M.S. ’82)

434.981.0289 | sally@sallydubose.com
According to customer feedback
5 Star customer rating
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P.O. Box 400314, Charlottesville, Virginia 22904-4314
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